
 

Trisha dances in the cage 
 

trisha_29: slides down off my spot on the bar...reaches up and tugs the pony tail holder 

from my hair...giving it a shake 

dirtyrpgirl: hell just dance baby, will be his lose if he dont see it, you have witness's you 

"paid in full" 

joyful lia: hot damn,grabs sissys hand and heads to the front row 

dirtyrpgirl: runs with sissy grabs the front two chairs 

D r a z: woo hoo  trisha  

Al_dente_: watches as trishes hair falls loose 

trisha_29: giggles....slides my fingers in my hair...strutting across the floor as i shakes my 

hands in my hair...messing it all up wildly 

dirtyrpgirl: oh god yesssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: grips sissy's hand tight 

dirtyrpgirl: squirmming on my chair 

Al_dente_: love that strut and the wild look! 

trisha_29: pulls my fingers from my hair...reaching out and gripping the bars of the cage 

from standing on the outside...pressing my ass back..shaking it back and forth in my litle 

tight skirt to the beat 

tigerzjill: finds a seat to watch trisha  

dirtyrpgirl: damn look at that womans legs !!!! and booty...wow 

trisha_29: spreads my stance a bit...looking back over my shoulder...ass swaying back 

and forth...dropping my ass down to the floor and back up slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: god, my baby is sooooooooooooooo fine and sexy !!!!!! 

joyful lia: pushes my mouth up to close it,lol 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles as i see sissy nipples start to press to her top 

joyful lia: grins 

trisha_29: spins on one foot and presses back against the cage...reaching one hand over 

and unlocking the door...my other hand slithering up and down over the front of my 

body...giving one breast a tight squeeze as i pull the cage door open slowly with a grin 

Al_dente_: gulps... 

dirtyrpgirl: her it comes !!!!...mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Al_dente_: watching trish's sexy body 

joyful lia: oh my 

dirtyrpgirl: here..omg my typing is fixin to take a nose dive !!! 

joyful lia: lol 

Al_dente_: hands dirty a towel to sit on 

dirtyrpgirl: thanks al !!! 

Al_dente_: sit down and shut up red 

Phedre: Hey Red 

dirtyrpgirl: but instead?...gonna cover myself with it. i think i am fixin to be all touchy 

feely !!! 



trisha_29: opens the door all the way....grins and back into the cage...fingers slowly 

undoing the buttons on my top...pulling it open...tracing the edge of the black lace bra as 

i back all the way into the cage...leaning back against the bars...sliding my back up and 

down them slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: wow baby  

joyful lia: wow.. 

Al_dente_: watches the finger trace over the curves 

Al_dente_: watches he knees spread as she slides up and down. 

dirtyrpgirl: i am soooooooooooo glad dallas lost !!!! 

Phedre: lol Dirty 

Al_dente_: we alla re 

D r a z: mmm such a hot sight  

dirtyrpgirl: sorry baby, but damn !!! 

Phedre: *smiles and rests my chin in my hand watching the show*  

dirtyrpgirl: indeed Draz 

trisha_29: pulls the top from me...tossing it through the bars of the cage...turning my 

back to everyone...reaching back..sliding my hands down over the curves of my 

ass...shaking it with the beat..gripping the edge of the skirt and sliding it up and back 

down slowly...teasingly showing a peek of the tiny black lace thong hidden under the 

skirt 

joyful lia: have mercy 

dirtyrpgirl: phewwwwwwwwwww.......... 

tigerzjill: stares in awe as trisha works magic on the stage 

D r a z: wow ...just wow 

Al_dente_: not much to that thong.... 

dirtyrpgirl: squeezes sissy's hand as i get a peek of that thong...my....myyyyyy 

joyful lia: mmm so sexy ,grins.. 

trisha_29: rolls my head back slowly...eyes closed...lost in the music...sliding my fngers 

up the back of the skirt...undoing the long zipper running down the center of my ass 

undoing the skirt....my body rolling in sync with the beat of the music...letting the skirt 

drop down my long legs...kicking it aside 

Al_dente_: ooooohhhhhhhh  those legs....... 

dirtyrpgirl: now THAT is one amazing body 

Al_dente_: they go all the way to....  the top 

joyful lia: tugs sissy closer 

Aldirtyrpgirl: smiles as i look at sissy, kissing her cheek , the looks back to the cage, and 

the best is yet to come sissy 

joyful lia: holy moly 

joyful lia: watching intently 

Al_dente_: follows trishs gorgeous body moving to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: some booty shakin music too ......ohhhhhh yessssss 

tigerzjill: blushing decides to move closer to the cage staring mesmerized 

dirtyrpgirl: come on down here jill !!!! 

joyful lia: smiles to jill 



dirtyrpgirl: you too phedre !!!! 

trisha_29: turning and facing everyone...hips rolling with the beat of the music...sliding 

my fingers up over my flat tummy...tracing the lace of the bra...grasping the center 

clip...grinning as i undo it...holding the bra closed...winks and pulls one side open than 

the other...letting it drop slowly from my arms 

dirtyrpgirl: this would be myls's place...but noooooooooo romeo is off galavanting !!!! 

Al_dente_: wooowww 

tigerzjill: smiles and takes the seat next to dirty....gives her and lia a soft kiss on the 

cheek 

D r a z: woo  hoo .........  so hot  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to jill...isnt my baby just soo damn sexy 

Al_dente_: loves the way the breasts sway with the music 

joyful lia: grins at the kiss 

dirtyrpgirl: shoot al them breasts are "sayin " alot !!! 

tigerzjill: very sexy i whisper 

trisha_29: raises my hands high...twirling them as my body rocks with the music...hips 

rolling  

joyful lia: crosses my legs, squeezing tight 

Al_dente_: dunno what they are saying, but I like the way they do it 

dirtyrpgirl: holding sissy and jill's hands as i sit in awe 

tigerzjill: squeezing tight staring  

joyful lia: mmhmm so true sissy so true 

Al_dente_: hands Lia another LAB towel.. 

joyful lia: ty Al...covers my lap 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

D r a z: grins watching the cage    as  it  comes alive   with trisha  

Al_dente_: those hips rolling.. such a small thong!! 

Al_dente_: beautiful! 

trisha_29: turns my back to everyone again...looking back over my shoulder...slides my 

hands down over my hips...teasing with the little ties holding the little lace thong 

together...gives one a tug undone.....tugging at the other side...pulling the lacey thin 

fabric between my thighs and gives it a toss 

dirtyrpgirl: indeed al 

joyful lia: dear lord..bite my finger 

dirtyrpgirl: oh my gawd baby 

Al_dente_: stares..... 

dirtyrpgirl: shivers as i see that bare ass........ 

trisha_29: leans way forward...legs spread slightly...dragging my nails down over the 

curves of my bare ass...down the back of my bare thighs and slowly back up... 

Al_dente_: sighs at the view... 

dirtyrpgirl: watching every move of trish's long fingers 

tigerzjill: squeezing dirty's hand tighter 

tigerzjill: wow 

dirtyrpgirl: those perfectly manicured nails, that soft sexy tanned skin 



Al_dente_: such a beautiful body... 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhh jill........dayummm 

joyful lia: swallows hard... 

trisha_29: spins and faces the crowd...lifting one long leg and resting my foot on a cross 

bar...snapping my hips as the beat picks up...leaning back...fingers sliding back through 

my hair...down the sides of my neck...down over my bare breasts...down over my 

tummy...down over my bare treasure.... 

Al_dente_: wow..... 

Al_dente_: what a beautiful sight 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms and squeezes both jill and my sissy's hands tighter 

joyful lia: omg ...closes my eyes squeezes sissys hand hard 

dirtyrpgirl: trish is dancing nude in the cage, navy...smiles..and hiya 

trisha_29: drops my foot from the cross bar...steps close to press at the bars...my entire 

bare body rocking with the beat...dropping my ass down to the floor of the cage and back 

up against the cold steel of the bars again 

dirtyrpgirl: well watch and hush !!!...giggles 

Al_dente_: right now it's not her dancing that has me mesmorised 

trisha_29: kicking one leg out between a bar..wrapping the leg around...hips rolling 

forward..feeling the cold steel of the bar against the warmth of my smooth treasure... 

dirtyrpgirl: lays my head on my sissy's shoulder as i just purrrr at the view we are 

getting, such a treasure 

dirtyrpgirl: omg, reaches out and touches that smooth leg....shrieks as i feel it 

tigerzjill: holding on to dirty and lia's hands staring 

tigerzjill: leaning onto dirty's shoudler 

joyful lia: tucks jils hand in tight with mine 

trisha_29: giggles and rides up and down against the steal bar to the music 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and kisses jill's forehead 

dirtyrpgirl: wow baby ......... 

joyful lia: giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: all i know is.............i am soo licking that bar when she is done !!! 

Al_dente_: <is aware of something very hard in his lap 

tigerzjill: giggles 

joyful lia: nothing and i mean nothing like  a bare treasure 

Phedre: *laughs and rolls my eyes at dirty*  

dirtyrpgirl: hiya TT......trish is dancing naked in the cage, so enjoy !!! 

trisha_29: unwraps my leg from the bar...reaching my finger out to run along the bar i 

just rode against...grins ...licks my finger and pushes the door of the cage open 

dirtyrpgirl: i knowwwwwwwww sissy !!!....and HER's omggggggg 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmm dahyum baby !!!!! 

Al_dente_: simply gorgeous...... 

D r a z: wow  stands and applauds,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  wow that was something else  

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up and applauds my baby 

joyful lia: clean up on isle lia 



trisha_29: steps out of the cage...reaching for a lab robe...slips it on and runs to the 

changing room 

Al_dente_: can't stand.. but applauds... 

joyful lia: slips from my chair,lol.....whistles and claps 

Phedre: *wolf Whistles for Trisha* Encore Encores 

dirtyrpgirl: yelling loudly as my body jiggles and i scream 

................yesssssssssssssssssssssssss baby god amighty that was sooo damn hot !!!!! 

tigerzjill: jumps up and claps loudly for trisha....wow 

trisha_29: slips back out in my jeans and tank top...ty ty ty ty!!!! lol 

dirtyrpgirl: and THAT is wy i LOVE that woman, right there !!!...my baby is incredible !!! 

Al_dente_: well done Trish.. 

D r a z: wwoo hoo  trisha  thats some dance 

dirtyrpgirl: god baby that was the best !!!!....truely superb !!!....keeps applauding 

joyful lia: wonderful gf,just perfectly sexyfied 

trisha_29: laughs....its not easy dancing in that little cage! 

Phedre: *hugs Trisha* that was awesome 

dirtyrpgirl: well you sure made it look so damn easy baby 

Al_dente_: practice makes perfect trish.. we are happy to watch you in the cage anytime! 

joyful lia: sure did, like a natural 

tigerzjill: giggles wish i was taking notes! 

trisha_29: lmao al 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh sissy 

dirtyrpgirl: lol jill 

dirtyrpgirl: okies , i need a panty change now !!! 

D r a z: you managed so well   ,trisha  

dirtyrpgirl: runs over and hugs my baby....wow....words can not express my pleasure and 

excitement !!! 

Phedre: you're welcome 

trisha_29: hugssssssss ty babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: yw's and THANK YOU baby 

joyful lia: giggles..seeing my sissys wet spot 

trisha_29: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: and y'all wonder why i knarl the crotch outa her panties !!!...lmaoooo 

trisha_29: lmaoooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to sissy,,this wet spot?...giggles as i lift my skirt to you 

dirtyrpgirl: Draz?...we need to have that black lace thong framed and hung behind the 

bar !!! 

trisha_29: omg lmaoooo 

 

 

 

 



Trisha dances on Draz’s bed  
trisha_29: shimmies my moomoo up and down....rocking my hips  

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo 

Phedre: *laughs and gives it all back to Dirty with a Dash of 360 degrees* 

dirtyrpgirl: watches in amazement, damn baby you even make a fickin moomoo look sexy 

as hell !!!! 

trisha_29: laughs....peels the moomoo off and tosses it at the head of draz's 

bed....giggles as it covers his eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: dayummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm baby !!!!!! now that is HOT !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: tosses my hat ontop of the bedpost, over your moomoo 

Phedre: *laughs watching trisha and dirty*  

dirtyrpgirl: she been wanting that damn moomoo to cum off since b4 her last birfday 

!!!!....lol 

trisha_29: giggles and struts to the foot of his bed in my little white cami and boy 

shorts...holds my finger to my lips...shhhhhh...carefully steps up onto the foot of this 

bed...rocks my hips with the music 

dirtyrpgirl: omgggg baby !!!!!..hellllllllllllll 

yessssssssss....................woooooohooooooooooooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: hb phedre !!!!...hugssssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: watching nessie wiggle as oyu dance on his bed...lol 

trisha_29: grins...stands over him...one foot on each side of his knees....giggling and 

dancing  

dirtyrpgirl: laughs 

dirtyrpgirl: he gonna have him some good dreams tonite baby !!! 

trisha_29: slides my hands over my thighs...squatting down to just hover over his 

waist...wiggling my hips...giggling 

dirtyrpgirl: hehee.......damn !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...did nessie just twitch !!! 

trisha_29: laughs...stands back up...turning carefully so he dont wake up and my back is 

to him...looking back over my shoulder..bending and giving my ass a shake 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooooooohoooooooooooooooooo baby !!!.....he just rubbed his 

nose like a fly wat on it, reckon he got a wiff?.....lmaoooo 

dirtyrpgirl: wb phedre !!!!!...hugsssssssssssssss 

Phedre: *hugs dirty* 

trisha_29: lmaooooooooooooo.....drops down carefully to all 4's...pushing my legs wide 

apart as i straddle him backwards...dipping my hips down to just barely brush his chest 

with the silky crotch of my boy shorts 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhh my gawdddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 

dirtyrpgirl: well it is blue.........and unless your a working girl here in LAB, you need to  

trisha_29: giggles.....slowly rolls off the bed....jumps back up to my feet....kisses his 

forehead..whispers in his ear...sweet dreams darlin....giggles and runs back to my seat on 

the bar top 

dirtyrpgirl: moves behind quickly and slips my finger into the front of your boy shorts and 

getting the tip of my finger wet, i rub it above his top lip and tip of his nose !!! 

trisha_29: woohooooooooooooo!!!!! giggles  



Trisha dances with Mark 
 
Mark_Question: *slow, lopsided smile at trisha* 

Mark_Question: foot tapping to the beat 

trisha_29: laughs....lopsided huh? 

Mark_Question: * glaces at trisha and back to gabbi* 

Mark_Question: *walks over to trisha, extends hand* let me show you 

trisha_29: arches a brow....slides my hand into marks 

Mark_Question: *pulls trisha up, spins her around, placing my other hand behand her 

back on her shoulders, dipping her slowly, nearly parallel to the floor, slowly bringing her 

back up* 

Mark_Question: *leads trisha gently but firmly, turning slowly along the floor* 

trisha_29: grins....twirls in his arms....long dark hair swirling...pressing up on my tip toes 

as im dipped back....giving my hips a slow rolling swirl as i slowly come back up..reaching 

up with one hand and running my fingers along his cheek..reaching for his hands and 

spinning out and back in quickly...looks up...whispers...you mean follow your lead like 

that? grins 

dirtyrpgirl: dayummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm..grabs my panty drier !!!! 

Mark_Question: *smiles* you've done this before, *turning trisha too the beatleading her 

to roll her hips in a slow circle, slow dip, runing my hand down her spine, just above her 

rear, and back up again, ever so lightly with the finger tips* 

trisha_29: shoulders drawing back at the feel of his hand as it travels down my 

spine...the slow roll of my hips in sync with the music...pressing just close enough to give 

a feel of the motion....sliding my fingers up along his arms and shoulders....dragging 

them down to his chest as i step back....spinning away and looking back over my 

shoulder...giving a wink as i walk back to my seat...ass shaking with every 

step....whispers....maybe a time or two i have 

D r a z: smiles at trisha .........nicely   done  

Phedre: mmmhmmm you do Jill *grins impishly*  

dirtyrpgirl: very very sexy baby.............whew !!! 

trisha_29: smiles...ty draz 

Mark_Question: *signature lopsided smile* and maybe one or two more are in your 

future, trisha. *winks, moves back to the bar, facing away, arms reclined, surveying the 

room* 

trisha_29: laughs....grasps the edge of the bar...kicking my legs out and dragging my butt 

up to sit on my spot on the bar 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Sabrina solo dance 
 
sweet sassy sabrina: walks around for a moment, pauses at a dance stage, steps on, and 

moves a little for the fun of it 

redtail777: enjoys the sound of heels on hard wood 

sweet sassy sabrina: smiles to Red and continues the sway and movement, spins slowly 

D r a z: smiles as i watch the sassy sweetness as she steps on the stage and spins and 

chooses some tune more conducive to the swaying body 

redtail777: the silent smooth movements . .like waves ..gentle on my mind 

sweet sassy sabrina: sets the glass down and sways slowly to the music, a deliberate 

snap of the hips left and right 

sweet sassy sabrina: sways left and right, gives the hair a toss one way 

sweet sassy sabrina: moves to the pole, holds it with the left hand and sways again, 

lowering and dipping, raising and snapping the hips off again 

sweet sassy sabrina: lowers and sways, a hand moves on a stockinged leg 

redtail777: must have been the him snap . . .shakes it off 

redtail777: hip 

sweet sassy sabrina: as I raise, the hand follows up the leg, sneaks under the skirt 

D r a z: smiles watching the sexy  moves  

sweet sassy sabrina: spins and holds the pole with other hand and continues the sway, 

left...then right, then left and rolls the hips 

redtail777: notices where slim fingers meet soft stocking . . 

sweet sassy sabrina: backs to the pole, rests the head against it, and runs a hand up and 

down my body 

redtail777: the sway and fall of the pleats in the skirt 

sweet sassy sabrina: swaying again, the other hand runs through the hair, then it is 

tossed  

sweet sassy sabrina: steps from the pole and struts slowly, points the foot straight out, 

then follows up with the other 

redtail777: woman, unveiled is the motions of her body 

sweet sassy sabrina: spins and leans, rolls the hips, snaps them off again 

D r a z: watches the hot strut and shake  

redtail777: hold more tightly to the bar this time 

sweet sassy sabrina: a hand follows up the skirt, again the hips are rolled, then the skirt 

pushed up 

gentleman perv: thinks, i got here just in time 

sweet sassy sabrina: starts a new movement of the hips, a little faster with a more 

deliberate roll 

redtail777: long toned thigh . .meets the curve of her buttock . .sensous 

D r a z: watches  the skirt as it slides up  the hips  ...... the roll of hips beweitching 

sweet sassy sabrina: snaps left and raises, struts to the pole and grabs, spins around, 

then hooks the pole with a leg 

sweet sassy sabrina: the skirt is pulled up,showing more and more leg....the tops of the 

stockings 



sweet sassy sabrina: the head rolls , again the hair gets tossed 

gentleman perv: sits, almost missing the chair, unable to take eyes of sabrina 

redtail777: sweet creamy smooth skin along polished brass 

sweet sassy sabrina: a hand sneaks under the skirt, the head falls back, the eyes close as 

the mouth opens to utter a moan 

sweet sassy sabrina: drops the leg, rests against the pole and runs the hands over the 

upper body 

sweet sassy sabrina: caresses my breasts, feels the nipples stiffen and push easily 

through 

redtail777: sensous sound adds to the visual stimulous . .. heart pounding 

sweet sassy sabrina: sways again rolls the hips, runs the hand on the inside of a leg 

D r a z: the   hot thighs    .....the open mouth ...... the wandering hands ...... so sexy 

sweet sassy sabrina: one hand keeps on my breasts, slides back and forth 

redtail777: cannot take my eyes off of her eyes. .  . 

sweet sassy sabrina: the other sneaks under the skirt, barely touches upon the satin 

thong 

sweet sassy sabrina: the soft moan comes again, the body sways  

sweet sassy sabrina: the skirt is pulled a little higher, giving a glimpse of the thighs 

above the stockings 

gentleman perv: imagines the heat of sabrina's body as her hands glide over it 

sweet sassy sabrina: swaying again against the pole, the skirt tugged a little higher 

sweet sassy sabrina: spins and leaves the skirt pulled up, rolls the hips again and gently 

sways right and left 

redtail777: heat, pure, animalistic  

sweet sassy sabrina: gives the butt a slap, then another and smiles to Red 

gentleman perv: head dropping a bit lower, trying to get a peek under the skirt as she 

slowly works it up her body 

redtail777: breathless 

sweet sassy sabrina: rubs over the smacked area, licks the lips and lets the head fall back 

redtail777: captivated 

sweet sassy sabrina: steps from the pole, tugs the skirt a lttle more, holding it in the 

fingertips 

D r a z: smiles looking at the redened cheeks  

redtail777: the fire in her eyes 

sweet sassy sabrina: smiles to the gentlemen, spins and leans over, tugs the skirt totally 

up and runs the hand over the butt 

sweet sassy sabrina: circles slowly to the new tune, then smacks the other cheek 

redtail777: satin traces the folds and mounds  

D r a z: smiles watching  the creamy  butt and the red hand pprints  

sweet sassy sabrina: rolls the hips again, stands and grabs the pole and rocks left, then 

right 

gentleman perv: silently says wow as I gaze at her firm, nicely shapped ass 

sweet sassy sabrina: tosses the hair and bobs the head just a little 

sweet sassy sabrina: a hand runs up the side, tugs the blouse from inside the skirt 



redtail777: intrigued by the contours of her womanliness 

D r a z: the music invading her sensuality  to  great effect 

sweet sassy sabrina: spins and backs to the pole, draws the top up higher and 

higher....exposes the midriff 

sweet sassy sabrina: keeps the sway of the hips moving, and draws the top up 

higher...showing off the cups of the bra 

redtail777: cannot hep but noticw the communication from her nipples . . woman 

sweet sassy sabrina: feels the nipples stiffen a little more, the top comes off and is tossed 

away 

redtail777: the lower curve of her breast just visible . . .omg 

gentleman perv: gaze as her nipples push out, trying to escape the confinements of her 

bra 

sweet sassy sabrina: a hand caresses a breast, teases at the nipple.....then rubs it for a 

moment 

D r a z: the swell of breast and obvious peaks ........ a woman in tune with her sexuality 

when she dances 

sweet sassy sabrina: leans over, giving a better view of the cleavage and rocks the 

shoulders to sway the breasts 

redtail777: blood surging . ..passion building . .  

sweet sassy sabrina: tosses the hair again, stands and moves on the stage, a hand 

running up the body and down 

redtail777: eyes locked on .. . . 

sweet sassy sabrina: spins, rolls the hips smacks the butt and smiles....circles the hand 

gentleman perv: amazed watching her breasts flow back and forth, wonderous as the 

moon shine tide flows in and out 

redtail777: adjusts in my seat 

sweet sassy sabrina: steps back to the pole, rests the butt against it and sways 

sweet sassy sabrina: rolls the hips again, hands up and down the body, one slowly works 

between the legs to touch on the satin panty 

D r a z: watches the pole  get deliciously polished  

sweet sassy sabrina: spins again, loosens the skirt and slowly rolls it down 

redtail777: can sense the metallic reaction to humid .. .  

sweet sassy sabrina: pauses mid way, spins again then lowers the skirt the rest of the 

way 

sweet sassy sabrina: again the hair gets tossed, the body sways slowly, hands run up and 

down my body 

sweet sassy sabrina: back to the pole, cups myself and smiles..... 

redtail777: the form of her body . .the motion  . .the glistening, almost suculent ..  

sweet sassy sabrina: rocks the hands between my legs, brings the hand back and 

smiles...spins and sways again 

sweet sassy sabrina: looks over a shoulder while swaying , brings the hand up a side, 

around to smack the butt again 

redtail777: readjusts in my chair 

D r a z:  smiles.............. the lithe body   in tune  with the energy of her  inner senses  



sweet sassy sabrina: hooks the pole with a leg, leans back, hands run up and down the 

body 

sweet sassy sabrina: sways while the leg hooks around the pole 

redtail777: the dance . . .lusting . .passion building .  . 

sweet sassy sabrina: caresses the breasts and pushes them up so they about fall out of 

the bra 

D r a z: smiles can almos hear the thudof her  passion  to the beat  

redtail777: sees the shadow of areloa ...   

sweet sassy sabrina: continues the sway and roll, the head moves in tune with the music 

sweet sassy sabrina: hands run through the hair, the hair again tossed....steps forward 

and drops to the stage 

redtail777: like a storm over the ocean releasing her energy, wild lightening 

sweet sassy sabrina: the legs are brought up, a hand runs over a leg, the head falls back 

sweet sassy sabrina: the hand goes higher on the leg, the glides down while the other leg 

is extened to the ceiling 

redtail777: the storm is building . . . .intense 

D r a z: smiles as we see the the full  sense of the woman  

sweet sassy sabrina: lies back for a moment, hands run oveer the body 

sweet sassy sabrina: raises the hips, rolls them in a very suggestive way 

redtail777: sweet satin caresing her center 

sweet sassy sabrina: rolls around, gets to the knees and sways in place 

D r a z: smiles  asthe   hipsrise andfall   

sweet sassy sabrina: hands run up and down the body 

sweet sassy sabrina: one again sneaks between the legs...and with a slow lick of the lips 

I give myself a squeeze 

redtail777: smiles at the subtle crease of her womanhood .. .settles beneath sheer satin 

sweet sassy sabrina: tosses the hair and rises, tosses the hair again and spins, backs to 

the pole and grinds the butt again on the pole 

sweet sassy sabrina: sways on the pole, eyes making contact with both guys, a smile on 

the face 

redtail777: smile on our faces . .  

sweet sassy sabrina: once more the hands run on the body, one hand up a side....then 

pauses and rests to the pole 

D r a z: smilesback at  sabrina   asshe laysagainst the pole ..smouldering  

sweet sassy sabrina: steps from the pole, takes a deep breath and smiles 

sweet sassy sabrina: whew...been a while since I have done that 

redtail777: heart beating beneath her ample breast .  ...  

D r a z:  smiles and brings my hands togetjher and applaud loudly .......... then whistles 

D r a z:  very hot sabrina  

sweet sassy sabrina: walks from the stage, grabs what is left of V8 and quickly downs it 

sweet sassy sabrina: thank you Draz 

redtail777: mops my brow . .with a clean white hanky ..  . .settles my strained senses 

redtail777: orders another v8 for the lady 

D r a z: smiles and  places acoldwater next to the empty glass  



sweet sassy sabrina: pauses by Red on the way back to the bar, leans to give him a kiss 

sweet sassy sabrina: offers a kiss to Draz 

D r a z:  smiles and kisses sabrina softly  with hand in her hair..........perfect 

redtail777: tips my hat to the lady . . feels thankful 

redtail777: blessed . .full . . .warm . . 

sweet sassy sabrina: settles on the barstool, decides maybe it would be a good idea to 

gather the clothes and put them on 

redtail777: crooked knowing smile toward D r a z 

sweet sassy sabrina: starts with the skirt, a slow deliberate tugging of it up the legs and 

over the hips 

D r a z: smiles and passes sabrina her clothes and aLAB robe if needed 

redtail777: LAB at it's finest 

redtail777: ummmmm 

sweet sassy sabrina: slides the top on and pauses just before the breasts disappear under 

the top 

redtail777: watching 

redtail777: intently 

D r a z: indeed  red ,.,.,.,.,.,.,. the best moments are like this spontaneous 

sweet sassy sabrina: tugs the top into the skirt, the  fastens the skirt, sits and readjusts 

the stockings, a hand runs up and down each leg 

sweet sassy sabrina: steps back to the bar and slides onto the barstool and takes a big 

drink 

D r a z: watches the sensual  body slowly covered again .. hardly hiding the sensuality 

underneath 

redtail777: imagines what is going through your mind 

D r a z: smiles as i look  at sabrina .. knowing what’s in my mind  

sweet sassy sabrina: I might have to work a few things out, but overall, not bad 

redtail777: your eyes are sparkling ..  .reflecting the passion of your male companions 

redtail777: it appears your nipplse share that tought  . .winks 

sweet sassy sabrina: offers Draz a wink, leans over the bar and smiles 

sweet sassy sabrina: they do, dont they ? 

D r a z: that was great sabrina ........allthe better as it was on the spot ..unrehearsed  

D r a z:  smiles uh uh they do 

sweet sassy sabrina: that is when it usually works the best, just cut loose and do it 

redtail777: stands and turns away from the bar and makes appropirate adjustments, 

relaxing from the dance 

D r a z: exactly sabrina ..  

sweet sassy sabrina: Has there ever been any kind of dance contest ? 

redtail777: settles my blood .. . calms my mind 

  
 

 
 



Phedre Lap Dances Myls and pole dances 
 
Phedre: *jumps out of the DJ Booth and Grabs the polespinning around it..  

mylstoknowhere: woot woot 

mylstoknowhere: look at her spin 

Phedre: *my hands gliding up as high as they can go snking softly up along the pole to 

the tune*  

D r a z: looksover at  the pole ,,,,,,,,,,,wooohoo] 

Phedre: *Holds it tight and glides my legs up wrapping around the polepressing my 

hands to the floor*  

mylstoknowhere: mmmm watchin those legs stretch 

Phedre: softly twisting my upper body as the song continuesletting my feet slide free and 

places them on the floor.. *  

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at the twisting body 

Phedre: *smiles* and wiggles to the new beat my shoulders rocking from side to side my 

head shaking from side to side  my butt pressed to the pole.* 

Phedre: *reaches back up high and flashes my legs from side to side to the beat.  

D r a z: watches phedre  rock outsexily  to the beat 

Phedre: Lets my feet hit the floor and works myself softly around the polegrabbing it and 

drawing myself back and forth to it.. *  

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at the rockin pole ! 

Phedre: As the beat changes I close my eyes and  slowly glides around it til I'm on the 

floor slithering softly to Myls placing my hands on his knees.. *winks and spins sitting in 

his lap.. *  

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at the spin 

Phedre: *smiles and teases my hands behind his head playing with his ponytail tossing it 

to the beat.. then letting it go and leaning forward and putting my hands on the floor my 

ass high and wiggling back and forth to the beat.* 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssss ooooh to give that hiney a whack heh heh heh 

Phedre: *slides one foot forward and settles on my toned ass resting my auburn hair 

accross his lap.. tossing my head from side to side* 

mylstoknowhere: places hands on ur shoulders and rocks my head in beat with you 

Phedre: *puts both hands on the floor and arches my body into a graceful arch my 

breasts rising to the building beat. *  

Phedre: *wiggles from side to side my eyes closing as I let the beat move me.. Pushing 

up hard I rise to my full height feeling Myls hands slip from my shoulders*  

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh my as i look down at those breats and stare! 

mylstoknowhere: hands slip and slide down ur sides 

Phedre: does a slow strut whispering "surrender" 

D r a z: laffss,,,,,,,,,,  

mylstoknowhere: whispers bk neverrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr 

Phedre: *shivers as his hands slip down my sides.. my head tossing in a slow circle 

working my shoulders up and down to the beat. *  

Phedre: *backs up to the pole and drops my hips to the floor.* 



mylstoknowhere: wolf whistles as she returns to the pole  

Phedre: *teases my hands through my thick auburn locks .... my sage green eyes 

sparkling playfully*  

Phedre: *blushes and slips an arm around the pole slithering lightly along the pole my 

tongue slipping out of my mouth wiggling close to the pole* 

mylstoknowhere: grins at the tongue slippin out ... wonder what she's dreaming of? 

Phedre: *slips one leg around the pole and leans back the pole behind my knee as I make 

arm flourishes at mils leaning back hair on the floor* 

Phedre: Sweeps my head to side to side my hands gliding back along my torso softly 

tossing them up to each beat and drawing them back*  

mylstoknowhere: smiles at the hands gliding along ! 

Phedre: *smiles and slithers up along the pole again my hair tossing to the beat hiding 

my shoulders in an auburn glicade letting my foot hit the floor again 

Phedre: my body working back and forth to the pole and drops it down finishing my 

dance on the last beat...  

D r a z: woo  hooo .............phedre ...........awesome 

mylstoknowhere: tappin my foot to the beat admiring the dancer lost in her feelings! 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds loudly WOOOOOT WOOOOOOT !!! 

 

 
Sexykay  Cage Dance 
 
andrea_33: super ive never seen kay dance, bet shes fab 

sexykay39: wiggles up to my feet....looks at saph....slowly unbuttoning my blouse and 

letting it slide down off my shoulders down over my long slender dark arms and falling to 

the floor....  

sexykay39: smiles hi Sasha....  

saphire_a_blaze: mmmmmmmm here we go 

natalie_uk_2: realises she is staring at kay and quickly closes her mouth  

saphire_a_blaze: sits next to andrea drops the key between my breasts and winks  

andrea_33: how can you not stare at her? 

natalie_uk_2: uh huh   

D r a z: smiles at the caged kay   

andrea_33: smiles at saphy as we watch the lovely kay 

sexykay39: slowly running hands up over my tummy then around to undo my bra as it 

falls down and arching my back pushing my ample breast out a bit....dark nipples 

hardening as i feel the coolness flow over them  

donnabelle_1: hello CA guy welcome  

natalie_uk_2: <-- stares at kay, speechless  

D r a z: smiles looking at the big breasts  as kay sways to the music  

saphire_a_blaze: whistlesssssss as kay makes the cage move..looks over at andrea and 

smiles  



sexykay39: moving hands down over tummy and to my waist as i turn with my sweet lil 

dark ass facing saph....and slowly moves it downward over my shapely hips as i bend at 

my waist...pulling my skirt down over my creamy thighs....  

andrea_33: winks at saphy ,,,,,,,,,,, 

D r a z: smiles  ,,,seeing the exposed butt as kay slips out the dress 

sexykay39: perking my ass up and out and continues sliding my skirt down over my 

calves and with my knees taught....softly sways my hips and makes my cute lil tight ass 

bounce  

natalie_uk_2: i think I had better sit down, my knees have gone wobbly  

sexykay39: stepping out of my skirt as i am still bending and sliding my soft warm hands 

up the back of my thighs and up to my ass....then softly caressing massaging my sweet 

dark ass cheeks....  

andrea_33: mesmerised by the wonderful performance of the super sexy kay 

D r a z: looks at the cage as kays ass bounces wildly  

saphire_a_blaze: mmmmmmmm kay wiggles in the seat and lets my fingertips brush up 

and down between my tits while my eyes watch kay  

sexykay39: moving my body back upright and slowly turns facing out looking with my big 

brown beautiful eyes and smiles softly....letting her nails trace from my ass back around 

to my tummy then slowly raking them upward and over each nipple....  

D r a z: m oh my watching kay as she teases in the cage  

saphire_a_blaze: wiggles closer to andrea winks and lets my fingers slide up her right leg 

to tease her  

sexykay39: softly biting down on my bottom lip as i take each nipple between my long 

red nails and pinching them and twisting as i step moving my feet apart and my lovely 

thighs part slightly...  

andrea_33: moves my leg closer to saphy,,,  

saphire_a_blaze: mmmmmm smirks i think i lost the key  

saphire_a_blaze: what are we gonna do with kay now? 

D r a z: grins watching the girls   as kay dances  

andrea_33: giggles 

D r a z:  sees the key slip down between saphs thighs  

sexykay39: tosses my lovely dark shiny locks to the side and seductively sashays a bit 

closer to the cage bars and reaching out taking the bars into each hand and moving down 

slowly bending my knees and parting them as i look out from the cage....  

saphire_a_blaze: oops there it is  

saphire_a_blaze: closes my thighs and crosses my legs  

D r a z: smiles watching the  sexy as shake side to side  

saphire_a_blaze: smiles at kay an whispers to andrea  

sexykay39: reaching thru the bars and finding her blankie....pulling it in and then 

wrapping it around her body.........settles down and gets comfy...............  

sexykay39: giggles thats all you get just needed my blankie....  

D r a z: wow ,,,,,,,,,,,, stands and applauds  kay   .....bravo     

saphire_a_blaze: giggles ty Kay  

sexykay39: blushes softly thank You Sir..............  



D r a z:  that was great impromptu dance  

sexykay39: you are welcome saph...............smiles softly  

andrea_33: claps loudly ,,,, ohhkay such a performance,,, really excellent and exciting 

D r a z:  smiles at saph  .,,,,,think she did her part of  the bragain 

natalie_uk_2: fans herself to cool down, lovely dance kay  <blush>  

sexykay39: thank you andrea......  

sexykay39: thank you nat......  

saphire_a_blaze: moves to the door smiles and unlocks it presses my boobs to the bars  

and grabs your blanket tugs you to me so we can kiss 

D r a z: smiles at kay and saph ........... well done ........ one of those magic moments 

sexykay39: smiles and kisses saph gently....  

saphire_a_blaze: spins and lets my ass sway as i move back to the bar to sit  

andrea_33: claps again 

 
Sweet Rodeo 
 
sweet_rodeo_girl: changes into my little white tank top and dances around  

surfking_24: a perfect way to start the morning 

D r a z: my oh  my look at  how that fills out 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slides across surfking giggles ..with a come get me grin on my lips  

surfking_24: smiles to rodeo, perking up into the slide 

sweet_rodeo_girl: jumps onto the bar and runs down it sliding on my knees onto the stage hehehehe i 

made it 

surfking_24: woohoooo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: good tune draz 

D r a z: winks    party for cowgirls and cowboys  

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks left and right letting my tank top show off my bare tummy as my shoulders 

shimmy to this  

surfking_24: what a sex shimmy and body 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at surf shakes my head as i roll my hips and bounces on the stage  

surfking_24: my eyes bounce up and down to rodeos bouncing 

sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my finger at surf an points at the chair at the end of the stage 

surfking_24: stands up, in a trance like fashion, walking to the chair and sitting down as  

i watch 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at surf rocks my hips and gets onto my knees so i can look into his eyes as he 

moves closer 

sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs his hair shakes my shoulders as my top slides up my tummy more  

surfking_24: watches rodeos body shimmering and shaking in front of me 

sweet_rodeo_girl: leans in no touching..giggles and tugs your ear with my teeth as my lower body moves 

to the beat  

D r a z: watches  those hips  as she sways them  

sweet_rodeo_girl: thrusts my hips making my tummy touch yours as my hair sways on my shoulders an 

runs my fingers in your hair  



surfking_24: keeps myarms at sides, gotta love the no touch rule, winking.   

D r a z: laffs you do  

surfking_24: breathes your sexiness in 

naughty_teacher: *watches sweet move as well* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks over your shoulder at naughty ...hummssssssss i like the way it hurts into your ear 

amd rocks my hips rigth and left  

surfking_24: bites my bottom lip as you tickle my lobe with the humming, feeling your 

hips brush my lap 

sweet_rodeo_girl: yanks your head back with my fingers shimmys my shoulders and pushs you back into 

the chair  

surfking_24: leans back into chair 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slides onto your knees..smiles as my fingertips slide down your chest tugs on your belt 

buckel can i borrow this? 

naughty_teacher: *winks back at sweet and walks over toward where she is dancing, 

standing behind surf* 

surfking_24: mmm you sure can, *thrusts my hips up some to let you get the belt off* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at naughty slips his belt from around his hips,,,rocks my hips and drapes it around 

my neck while an unbuttons your shirt 

naughty_teacher: *giggles and lets sweet do her thing, knowing i could very easily tag 

team* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs the front of your pants tugs and grinds my tummy  

sweet_rodeo_girl: dont go anywhere naughty 

surfking_24: damn... enjoys the grinding against me, watching the belt around the neck 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and thrusts my hips and yanks on surfs pants harder while i buck on your lap 

surfking_24: feels the bucking and bouncing, sitting up strong 

naughty_teacher: *laughs and holds surf's head and pulls it back a tad* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: naughty can you help me with something? 

D r a z: winks at surf  as she orchestrates surfs demise 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shimmys my shoulders as my fingertips slide into his pants tugs and looks into his eyes  

surfking_24: gulps, but happily haha 

naughty_teacher: yes but gimme a few minutes, sorry 

surfking_24: breathes in looking into rodeos eyes 

sweet_rodeo_girl: kk surf isnt going anywhere 

surfking_24: yeah..i'm content, winks  

sweet_rodeo_girl: leans in an whispers i wanna go for a ride on your disco stick  

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks around hello andrea just in time 

surfking_24: looks up, and thrusts my hips up giving you the answer 

sweet_rodeo_girl: i have surf right where i want him  

andrea_33: laughs 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks yanks his pants calm down now  

surfking_24: smiles 

andrea_33: rodeo takes what she wants i see 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips up and back as my fingertips slide up your chest to your shoulders again 

surfking_24: watches rodeos movements, feeling them against me 



sweet_rodeo_girl: pushs up on my knees shakes my white top inches from his face and looks at draz 

D r a z: looks over at rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks grinds my lower body on surf ........ letting my shoulders rock side to side so my 

hair hangs down my back 

D r a z: watchs  as rodeo teases  surf   

sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles ..winks at surf are you a country boy? 

D r a z: he is now rodeo 

surfking_24: smiles up into your eyes, nodding, not able to speak from the pleasure of 

you in my lap 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smirks..tugs the collar of your shirt...looks around the room is naughty back? 

D r a z:  not yet .........maybe andrea can help 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slips the belt from around my neck andrea can u help me  

andrea_33: smiles 

surfking_24: looks over to andrea 

andrea_33: sure rodeo any time 

andrea_33: not sure how right now though 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty whispers and hands her the belt  

andrea_33: takes the belt, wondering 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smirks at surf..relax this wont hurt 

D r a z: much 

surfking_24: lets my body sink into the chair, looking up 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips and grinds on your lap more as i smile at andrea 

surfking_24: ha draz 

sweet_rodeo_girl: we have a problem pushs surfs arms behind the chair an whispers to andrea as my tits 

are even closer to his lips  

surfking_24: seeing her inches from me, enjoying her sweet view 

andrea_33: ties surfs wrists tightly with the belt, smiling at him 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles ty pushs against surfs chest..one more thing andrea 

andrea_33: gigggles ok rodeo 

surfking_24: smiles up at andrea, anxious and eager 

naughty_teacher: *walks back in, seeing what i missed* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at surf i have you now 

andrea_33: gets behind rodeo and removes her top, ... 

surfking_24: yes you do... 

surfking_24: looks up at rodeos succulent body 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles  back at andrea thank you again wiggles as the room gets a view of my small bra 

as i rock side to side as i tease surf with my country hips  

D r a z: shes country thru and thru 

naughty_teacher: *grins standing behind surf and getting the view as well, pining his 

arms back* 

surfking_24: rock my world little country girl 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks left right and left again while my hair brushs against my back and bucks like i did 

on the bull making the chair move under us 

surfking_24: feels the movement of the chair and rodeo on me, holy 



sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs surf's shoulders thrusts my hips while my bra straps slide off my shoulders  

sweet_rodeo_girl: surf u cant hug anyone  

surfking_24: looking into rodeos chest, as the bra bounces on her chest, feeling the 

thrust  hit me in the right spot 

D r a z: laffs  rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slides off your lap seeing your elsewhere leaves you tied to the chair backs up and 

shakes my head  

sweet_rodeo_girl: moves around behind you yanks your head back by your hair and grins 

D r a z: laffsss 

surfking_24: looks upside down at your beauty 

andrea_33: surf is getting a workout today 

D r a z: wins at rodeo  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smirks an plants a wet kiss on your lips humsss and brushs the tip of my tongue along 

your bottom lip as i move it around to your left ear  

surfking_24: feels chills and tingles go though my neck and chest, feeling your tongue 

slide delicately against my skin 

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around and sits on your lap with my back to you rolls my hips  

sweet_rodeo_girl: with the new song raises my arms up over my head as i slap your face with my hair you 

bad boy  

hdroadking296: wow rodeo  

sweet_rodeo_girl: waves at roadking 

surfking_24: mm yes ive been a very bad boy, feling the hair smacking me 

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks back at surf grinds my ass up and back..as my hair tickles his chest while my hips 

move with the song  

surfking_24: feels the grinding on my lap so damn good 

D r a z: we know a good thing whenwe see it 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shimmys my lower body as the straps onn my bra slide down more as if someone is tring 

to tug it off smiles at surf and bites my bottom lip as what i feel behind me  

surfking_24: breathes in heavy, watching the bra movment so close to my face 

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks over at roadking smiles..and stands dont move surf ...as i shimmy my way over to 

road ...smiles i need this smiles and tugs his tie from around his neck i will return it  

surfking_24: watches her strut to road and undo the tie 

D r a z:  watches rodeo ........... as she moves betweensurfand hd 

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around shakes my ass at him while my hair sways side to side an moves back to 

surf  

sweet_rodeo_girl: thrusts my hips at him smiles and drops back onto his lap facing him this time  

surfking_24: looks up to her smile, feeling tht sweet ass on my lap again 

sweet_rodeo_girl: flips the tie up and over each of your shoulders around your neck tugs and archs my 

back to thrust my hips with the new beat  

D r a z: winks at  rodeo   

sweet_rodeo_girl: places my knees on the chair sits up and looks around the quiet room..thrusts my hips 

as i yank the tie with both hands  

surfking_24: feels the tie around me as i watch you arch 

andrea_33: looks at surf as he starts to choke 



D r a z: laffs rodeo as we watch 

surfking_24: my eyes widen, feeling the tugs 

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks down smiles and tugs more so my boobs trap your face between them..rocks and 

bounces to see how long you can hold your breath  

surfking_24: my face rubbing between your boobs, holding my breath to your beat 

sweet_rodeo_girl: using the slow beat to bounce and roll m y hips and ass on your lap  

surfking_24: hums into your chest 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head back smiles at andrea and who is watching while my hair hangs down 

between his knees now letting my hips sway to a stop 

andrea_33: smiles cant take my eyes off this scene\ 

surfking_24: starting to try to pull back a little now, but still humming into rodeos chest 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slips the tie from around his shoulders..leans in and whispers ty for the dance ..stands 

slowly turns and sways my barely covered ass as i move to the bar guess i get to keep the tie 

andrea_33: you deserve it rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: loops it around my neck smiles at andrea and hops onto the bar  

sweet_rodeo_girl: can i get some water draz? 

surfking_24: smiles, oh thank you very much as i catch my breath, watching that sweet 

ass sway away 

andrea_33: notices the ends just cover your nipples so tastefully  

sweet_rodeo_girl: shall we leave surf tied ? 

andrea_33: yes 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ok  

D r a z: pulls outa bottle of very cold water and slides it to  rodeo 

surfking_24: smiles...wha..wha what!? 

surfking_24: and laughs 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty draz leans over tilts my head and gives himn a kiss for the drink and music 

andrea_33: helpless  , perfect 

surfking_24: ha andrea, the way you love a man eh? 

surfking_24: smiles 

andrea_33: it has its advantages  surf 

naughty_teacher: lol 
D r a z: smilesand kisses rodeo back  ,,,,,,you are welcome 

 
 

Natalie 
 
traincommuter: i would love to see you dance,  

natalie_uk_2: gets off her ass and starts swaying to the music  

traincommuter: sits back watching natalie  

kelli-: still on my ass 

natalie_uk_2: smiles  

traincommuter: watches natalie swaying  

kelli-: smiles .. watching 



traincommuter: that is a fine ass natalie wow  

traincommuter: smiles watching her dance  

natalie_uk_2: wiggles it for keli and train  

traincommuter: tapping the beat on my thigh  

traincommuter: yessss, smiles  

natalie_uk_2: then sways it  in longer slower sweeps  

traincommuter: eyes glued  

natalie_uk_2: hoping it doesnt ride up too much  

traincommuter: lol, can it ride up too much? wink  

kelli-: clapping out the beat 

traincommuter: sways on my stool  

traincommuter: damn you move very sexy natalie, smiles watching  

natalie_uk_2: flicking my hips to the music  

traincommuter: *glances at kelli  

traincommuter: taps the beat  

kelli-: watching nat .. drumming on the bar 

natalie_uk_2: bends forward and shakes my bewbies, feeling bravve  

kelli-: LOL 

traincommuter: oh my, go for it lol  

natalie_uk_2: then turns round and bends forward a little to tease the audience with my ass  

kelli-: you have more to shake than I do 

traincommuter: mmmm great view  

natalie_uk_2: smiles at kelli, squeezes her boobs together and shows her cleavage  

traincommuter: lol kelli, you both have beautiful boobies  

kelli-: you mean "bewbies" 

kelli-: giggles 

traincommuter: bewbies then lol  

kelli-: that's funny 

natalie_uk_2: smiles  

kelli-: smiles at nat 

natalie_uk_2: throws her head back to get my hair away from my face  

natalie_uk_2: looks into kelli's eyes , smiling  

traincommuter: smiles watching natalie dance  

kelli-: winks 

kelli-: go girl 

natalie_uk_2: swaying again, hands bringing my skirt up to just below my panties  

traincommuter: sits back looking up to natalie  

traincommuter: watches natalie dance  

natalie_uk_2: smiles  

natalie_uk_2: shaing her ass  

natalie_uk_2: shaking  

natalie_uk_2: undoing another button on her blouse  

D r a z:  yes pals taking some at the maintenance 

natalie_uk_2: a bit more cleavage wont harm  



traincommuter: eyes are glued on natalie  

natalie_uk_2: leans towards train and wiggles  

traincommuter: eyes smile watching natalie  

kelli-: claps out the beat .. watchin Nat 

natalie_uk_2: walks in front of kelli and dances in front of her REAL close  

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: snaps my teeth really loud  

natalie_uk_2: thinks about buttoning up her blouse and decides not too, the vodka in my system 

making me brave  

traincommuter: taps the beat on my thigh watching  

natalie_uk_2: cups my breasts and pushes them out teasingly  

natalie_uk_2: giggles and winks back  

natalie_uk_2: strides across the room in time to the music  

natalie_uk_2: turns and walks back swinging hips hands on hips  

traincommuter: follows her with my eyes, admiring her body moving  

traincommuter: this is a great music list draz  

natalie_uk_2: unbuttons all the buttons on my blouse, looking train in the air  

natalie_uk_2: in the eyes lol  

traincommuter: looks straight back smiling  

natalie_uk_2: leans towards train with my ass towards kelli  

traincommuter: observes her beautiful curves closely  

D r a z: smiles watchig natalie dance blues 

natalie_uk_2: wonders if a thong was the most sensible underwear  

traincommuter: smiles  

kelli-: sensible ??? who cares  

natalie_uk_2: wiggles my ass, knowing my cheeks are on full show  

traincommuter: so true kelli  

natalie_uk_2: ony a tiny strip of material covering my modesty  

traincommuter: watches her exposed bra clad breasts  

D r a z: smiles seeing her modesty blush  

natalie_uk_2: lets the blouse slp down my arms and onto the floor  

natalie_uk_2: unzips the side of my skirt  

natalie_uk_2: letting it slip to the floor  

natalie_uk_2: now dancing in my underwear  

traincommuter: smiles observing her sexy body  

traincommuter: oh my natalie  

natalie_uk_2: swaying my hips and waves my arms to the music  

kelli-: smiles .. giggles about the thong  

traincommuter: taking all of her in watching  

natalie_uk_2: wants to reach down and make sure it is properly in themiddle over me but just 

carries on dancing  

natalie_uk_2: feeling 3 pairs of eyes on me making me tingly  

traincommuter: sways on the music on my stool watching focused  

traincommuter: feels tingly as well lol  



natalie_uk_2: glad that the lacy bra is hiding the hardness of my nipples  

asRealAsItCanGet: why hide a beautiful thing 

kelli-: noticing the nip bumps in the bra 

traincommuter: hi asreal  

natalie_uk_2: lol hi asreal  

asRealAsItCanGet: hi all 

natalie_uk_2: feeling kelli's eyes there and cups my hands under my breasts as if to pop them out  

natalie_uk_2: walks to kelli and turns round presenting the bra clip to her and then steps away 

teasingly  

kelli-: giggles 

traincommuter: holds his breath  

kelli-: bad bad girl 

asRealAsItCanGet: good girl 

asRealAsItCanGet: teasing is fun 

kelli-: hi brian 

natalie_uk_2: lets go of my bewbies in my bra  

natalie_uk_2: hi brian  

masterbrian08: hi kelli, natalie  

natalie_uk_2: running my fingers around the waistband of my thong  

traincommuter: breathes again  

natalie_uk_2: pulling the material away slightly  

asRealAsItCanGet: walks over to natalie and offers her some help 

traincommuter: hi brian  

natalie_uk_2: twirling in time to the beat  

masterbrian08: hi train  

natalie_uk_2: lol as slaps his hand playfully no thanks  

kelli-: giggles ... gently slapping tc between the shoulder blades to make him breathe 

traincommuter: smiles at kelli, thank you so much dear! wink  

traincommuter: she is damn hot  

natalie_uk_2: feeling brave so climbs up on the bar and dances there  

natalie_uk_2: liking the tingles this give me  

traincommuter: looks up to natalie scanning her gorgeous body  

natalie_uk_2: facse the room and flicks my hips forward to the beat  

D r a z: smiles watching nat on the bar ......... as she shakes it all up 

natalie_uk_2: turns round so my ass is thrust out with each flick of the hips  

traincommuter: smiles watching her hips shake  

masterbrian08: eyes on natalie, enjoying the show  

natalie_uk_2: runs my hands down my body over my bra  

natalie_uk_2: over my tummy to my thighs  

natalie_uk_2: then back up  

natalie_uk_2: teasingly close to the small triangle of material betwen my legs  

kelli-: taps out the rhythm on the bar .. watching  

traincommuter: leans forward on the bar looking up  

natalie_uk_2: bringing my hands back up over my tummy , over my breasts to my face  



natalie_uk_2: licking my finger tips looking at kelli  

D r a z: watching the fingers press on the skin 

kelli-: looks around, then back up at nat 

natalie_uk_2: tuns towards kelli and focuses my dance on her knowing the boys love it  

kelli-: smiles 

traincommuter: watches enjoying the show  

D r a z: grins watching nat tease  kelli with her moves  

natalie_uk_2: turns round  

natalie_uk_2: swaying my ass form side to side  

masterbrian08: wonders if the no hands rule applies to kelli as well  

natalie_uk_2: tiny thong idden between my cheeks  

D r a z: itdoes  

traincommuter: watches natalie and kelli  

natalie_uk_2: wiggles my ass cheeks and gives myself a playful slap  

D r a z: hears a resounding slap  

traincommuter: watches her firm ass cheek vibrate under the slap  

natalie_uk_2: slaps the other side  

natalie_uk_2: backs up to kelli hoping she takes the hint  

kelli-: leans back in my chair 

natalie_uk_2: spanks my ass to give her a clue  

traincommuter: grins at kelli teasing natalie back  

kelli-: waves my finger back and forth  

kelli-: giggles 

natalie_uk_2: grins over my shoulder and stands up  

kelli-: I never hit anyone .. sorry 

kelli-: smiles 

natalie_uk_2: giggles oh it wouldnt be a hit  

natalie_uk_2: it would be a playful slap  

kelli-: same  

natalie_uk_2: hmm okies  

masterbrian08: well, it would be a hit, but different meaning of a hit  

kelli-: yes master 

natalie_uk_2: lyes on the bar , arching my back, head nodding to the music  

natalie_uk_2: legs apart bouncing my hips up and down  

D r a z: watching the undulating body on the bar 

kelli-: grins.. watching the boys 

kelli-: watching nat 

kelli-: he's reading D 

asRealAsItCanGet: ty kelli 

kelli-: yw 

natalie_uk_2: supports myself on one hand and fakes touching between my legs , fingers barely 

over the material so it looks like they are toiuching  

traincommuter: oh my, hope i am not drooling too much lol  

kelli-: puts a bib on tc  



traincommuter: ty kelli, lol  

natalie_uk_2: rolls onto my tummy  

D r a z: watching nats fingers .........  

kelli-: big ole lobster pic on the bib 

natalie_uk_2: grabbing my heels and rocking on the bar to the beat  

kelli-: you go natalie 

kelli-: pounding out the beat  

natalie_uk_2: getting up on all 4s , swaying my ass  

natalie_uk_2: trying to be sensual but feeling slutty and enjoyingit  

traincommuter: keeps watching smiling  

kelli-: nothing like a nice slut to finish the boys off LOL .. I should know 

natalie_uk_2: knowing everything is on show  

natalie_uk_2: mmmmm kelli  

traincommuter: enjoying it all  

natalie_uk_2: reaching between my legs to simulate touching there  

kelli-: err ummm... co-operative female.. I should say  

asRealAsItCanGet: nat is a very talented tease that makes a man glad that he is a man 

natalie_uk_2: lolol  

kelli-: winks and giggles @ Draz 

natalie_uk_2: looking between the boys legs for tell tale bulges  

D r a z: winks  

natalie_uk_2: wishes she could see if kelli is tingly  

traincommuter: feels her eyes  

natalie_uk_2: pulls at my thong as if i was taking it off but stopping just before anything is visible  

kelli-: dancing in my chair.. watching Nat 

natalie_uk_2: gets up on my knees still on the bar  

natalie_uk_2: still moving to the music  

natalie_uk_2: back tothe audience  

natalie_uk_2: pulls the waistband of the thong half way down over my ass  

asRealAsItCanGet: claps and yells a little 

traincommuter: whistles softly  

masterbrian08: that thong wasn't hiding much before, and hiding even less now, wahoo  

kelli-: claps out the strong beats 

natalie_uk_2: pulls the thong back up  

natalie_uk_2: swings around to face the front  

natalie_uk_2: pulls the thong down at the side almost exposing my pussy  

traincommuter: looks straight up with a big smile  

D r a z: watching it all go down  

natalie_uk_2: pulls that side up and does the same the other side  

natalie_uk_2: feels the material stick t me hee hee  

asRealAsItCanGet: smiles at nat and puts a couple of fives on the bar 

natalie_uk_2: winks at asreal and turns round and shakes her ass  

asRealAsItCanGet: giggles 

natalie_uk_2: pulls the thong up high  



natalie_uk_2: feeling it dig into me  

masterbrian08: watching the material tighten up, clearly tracing your wet lips  

D r a z: grins as nat shakes herass teasingly  

traincommuter: never knew i could lip read  

natalie_uk_2: mmmmmm brian , openig my legs a lttle further , just using my ass to move to the 

music  

masterbrian08: eyes fixed on natalie  

traincommuter: beautiful, eyes are glued  

natalie_uk_2: knowing the material has ridden up high, not caring , flicking my hair from side to 

side  

asRealAsItCanGet: looking at kelli lokking at nat and wondering what she is thinking 

natalie_uk_2: feeling sweat trickle down between my boobs  

natalie_uk_2: my whole body covered in a sheen of perspiration  

natalie_uk_2: getting on my knees then sitting back on my heels  

masterbrian08: the sweat just makes you look that much sexier  

natalie_uk_2: flicking my hips seductively  

natalie_uk_2: smiesl  

natalie_uk_2: smiles  

traincommuter: fine sweat shines over her skin emphasing its glow  

D r a z: wipes  the bar  as i watch natalie placing out bottles ofwater ........ 

natalie_uk_2: smiles at draz  

natalie_uk_2: hearing the tune come to and end  

natalie_uk_2: climbing off the bar grabbing a bottle of water and pics up my skirt and blouse  

kelli-: may I have an ice water please Draz? 

traincommuter: puts a 50 on the bar  

traincommuter: stands up and applauds loud  

natalie_uk_2: thank you train  

D r a z: smiles as i look at natali e ...............  woo hoo natalie ............ hot dance 

kelli-: applauds .. good job natalie 

natalie_uk_2: quickly shrugs my blouse on, stepping into my skirt  

traincommuter: that was a great hot sexy dance natalie, well done!  

natalie_uk_2: thank you kell xxx  

kelli-: stands  

masterbrian08: applauds natalie for the sexy dance  

asRealAsItCanGet: looks at natalie smiles and tips my head 

natalie_uk_2: ty brian  

natalie_uk_2: ty asreal  

asRealAsItCanGet: says very nice 

natalie_uk_2: thanks for the lovely applause everyione  

masterbrian08: wonders what kelli is planning to do with that ice, natalie might need some to help 

her cool down  

natalie_uk_2: giggles  

kelli-: there is plenty 

masterbrian08: no, ty natalie!  



Danielle de lectable 
dirtyrpgirl: jumps up and does the rhumba 

dirtyrpgirl: my right hand on my belly as i sway and shuffle my feet, holding my left hand 

above my head and wiggling hy hand and index finger 

danielle de lectable: steps onto a stage, sways a little with the tune 

D r a z: woo hoo watches dani  ..... sway  

danielle de lectable: spins slowly, shuffles the feet, moves the hips with a slow roll 

dirtyrpgirl: leans acorss the console and turns the spot light onto the stage........hitting 

the auto mix colors too 

mylstoknowhere: mmm eyes wandering here there and back to ..... 

danielle de lectable: tosses the hair back, spins again and slides a little faster 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney as i lean over the console 

danielle de lectable: reaches for the pole, sways slowly and with a deliberatie gyration of 

the hips 

D r a z:  smileswatching the girls  

mylstoknowhere: watch that big red knob on the console dirtsssssssssss 

danielle de lectable: dips and slowly rises till I am standing 

danielle de lectable: backs to pole and contiues to sway 

danielle de lectable: spins, holds the pole and rolls the hips, looks over the shoulder 

mylstoknowhere: grinsss at danielle backing into the pole 

danielle de lectable: gives the butt a little wiggle, then sways left, right 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to myls and arching my back as i push my hips to the console, the red 

knob pushing up to my crotch......you mean this one myls !!!! 

mylstoknowhere: winkssss to the dj mmhmm that one!!!!! 

D r a z: smiles  watching   dani  look overasshesways  

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands on the console as i "rock the boat" to the red knob 

danielle de lectable: steps away from the pole, starts to move again, slowly rolls of the 

hips 

danielle de lectable: tosses the hair and spins again, then backs to pole and runs a hand 

up and down the body 

dirtyrpgirl: bumping my hiney up and down as i make such a happy face 

danielle de lectable: hooks the pole and slowly spins, hand moving up and down  a side 

D r a z: smileswatching thepole  dancing  and thehand 

scarlett2angel: smiles at dirty...letting the tune move my head  

dirtyrpgirl: winks to scarlett as i let the music overtake me 

danielle de lectable: unhooks the leg, steps away and twirls, hands coming up the body, 

then spinning to circle on my butt while the hips roll 

dirtyrpgirl: damn that squeal he does...whew...makes me just shiver 

danielle de lectable: twirls again, sways from left to right, leans and runs a hand up the 

leg 

mylstoknowhere: eyes go from dj booth to pole wow o wow 0_0 

D r a z: watches theprogress of the hand  

mylstoknowhere: taps feet to the new beat ! 

danielle de lectable: steps from the pole and starts to rock the hips, tosses thehead 



dirtyrpgirl: love me some buddy guy !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11 

danielle de lectable: spins and struts on the stage,turns and smacks the butt 

D r a z: grins watching    those hands and butt      

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss at the smack 

dirtyrpgirl: ride sally ride........................... 

danielle de lectable: spins and moves to the pole, lowers and opens the legs, runs a hand 

on the inside of each 

mylstoknowhere: buddy rocks !! 

danielle de lectable: slowly raises with a sway and roll 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah he does myls 

mylstoknowhere: ride dirty ride !! 

danielle de lectable: spins and grabs the pole and snaps the hips off and runs a hand over 

the butt 

D r a z: that arching back and pert butt ,.so enticing 

danielle de lectable: tosses the hair and spins, struts to the center, drops to the knees 

and rocks the shoulders 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs my hairbrush again.............letting my hips sway to the 

left.................then back to the right..................singin with buddy 

danielle de lectable: runs the hands up the body...pauses on the breasts..... 

danielle de lectable: rises and struts to the pole, hooks the leg and leans back, shoulders 

rocking 

danielle de lectable: brings the hands up the body, and caresses on the breasts 

D r a z: the light shimmering off the hair and the hands on  firm breasts  

dirtyrpgirl: you gonna put your fat feet on the ground......oh yes i will 

danielle de lectable: moves away from the pole and sways and rocks.... 

D r a z: wipes  the bar looking over at the stage and dj booth  

 

 

Scarlett2angel solo 
 
scarlett2angel: dances all crazy like around web and tumbs my nose up at draz 

websterace3: woooooooooooo hooooooooooo   

D r a z:  rocks to the tune  

websterace3: watches her hips sway and her breasts bounce 

websterace3: sucks on a ice cube 

scarlett2angel: tossing my hair all around making me dizzy as i rock my hips left and 

right while my head moves right and left 

websterace3: lovely  

D r a z:  smiles as i see  the minty bikini shake to the beat 

websterace3: sees her hair go all over 

scarlett2angel: bumps the chairs with my hips..smiles at draz and spins around web 

letting him get a good look at my crazy hips as they twril around  

websterace3: sways to the beat 



websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmm love those hips 

D r a z: grins watching  as the hips sway   

scarlett2angel: pinches the hard candy as it covers my tits sways my hips ..spins around 

and rocks my ass with the beat  

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmm yummyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

websterace3: eyes bounce up and down trying to see everything 

scarlett2angel: winks ..turns and waves at erick as my boobs make the candy move 

eachtime i rock left or right 

scarlett2angel: dances behind web..smiles at draz and grabs his hair tugs his head back 

..wanna lick?  

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmm yes sticks my tongue out he he 

scarlett2angel: smiles as the hard candy is inches from your lips,,rolls my hips and teases 

you by leaning down some...but doesnt let you lick 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhh my 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips rigt and left winks and dances in circles around web's chair 

websterace3: keeps watching Scarlett 

websterace3: trying to behave 

D r a z: watches scarlett as she dances around ,.sexy little thing  

scarlett2angel: licks the tips of two of my fingers ..rubs them around the hard candy that 

is covering my nipples..smiles and to tease web more i suck on each one  

websterace3: so hot here 

websterace3: feels the steam comeing off the ice bucket 

scarlett2angel: turns shakes my ass and dances across the floor letting erick ..draz..as 

web tries to cool off with his ice 

scarlett2angel: see my ass and my hands wave over my head as if being pulled there 

D r a z: watches the shaking ass  ........ and smiles  

websterace3: catches my breath 

D r a z: dirty 'n' young ...........   

scarlett2angel: spins around rocking left and right..smiles sits on the bar stool..shimmys 

my shoulders and feels sweat dripping down my tummy and breasts  

D r a z: watches  the droplets slither down her  
websterace3: hands Scarlett some ice water 

 
Scarlett2angel and bleadingheart  
bleedingheart26: i hope i wont offend you but... i want to dance with this song... unfortunately the 

one i wanted to dance with was in the DJ's booth.. if you know what i mean.. bites my lip feelling 

embarassed  

scarlett2angel: blushs  

scarlett2angel: smiles and sings with this slowly turns and lets my hair sway across my 

ass while my arms wave back and forth  

rmrnorton1960: no worries ms heart.. maybe she can play it again on auto and come out 

of the booth for you  



scarlett2angel: as if waving at heart my hips rock nice and slow opens my eyes and wets 

my bottom lip  

bleedingheart26: thank you for understanding rm.. i really appreciate your sweetness.. smiles  

scarlett2angel: looks over at Draz can i? 

rmrnorton1960: my pleasure ... i dont mind watching  

scarlett2angel: i will play again  

D r a z: wipes the bar down ...yes of course ....would  you like me take over the dj ? 

scarlett2angel: yes plzzz 

scarlett2angel: smiles steps to the door straights my hair and steps down the two stairs  

D r a z: ok ready  

scarlett2angel: slips over to heart takes her soft hand in mine  

bleedingheart26: looking intently in drinks.. too embarassed to look up again.. smiles at @rm.. and 

turn to secretly stare @scarlet  

scarlett2angel: mmm licks my lips and lets her tug me to the dance floor as my eyes look 

into hers  

bleedingheart26: takes scarlet's hand and nervously walk through the dance floor with her..  

rmrnorton1960: leans back in stool and watches 

scarlett2angel: ty rm..smiles as we move together my hand in hers as we start to feel the 

music  

D r a z: smiles watching  the girls move as one  

bleedingheart26: pulling her hand into my shoulder.. wrapping mine around her  

scarlett2angel: slips my right hand around her back smiles and sings into her ear ..while 

my hair sways letting our tummys touch while we move in circles 

jll101: nice  

scarlett2angel: mmmmm plays with her hair and soft neck .....letting my fingertips slide 

under her hair as she guides me around the dance floor 

rmrnorton1960: watches as blood flows to certain area... hmmm  

bleedingheart26: the bar froze.. but the world started to spin on its own...  

scarlett2angel: leans in softly whispers with a nibble on her earlobe......  

scarlett2angel: was hoping you would ask me to dance  

bleedingheart26: no one is around... just her graceful movement.. so beautiful...  

scarlett2angel: cups the small of your back lets my hips sway and plays with your neck 

and hair more as we get to know eachother  

bleedingheart26: mmmm... well its now or never... trailing my hands on your back.. from nape 

down to your spine...  

bleedingheart26: pulls back a little to spin you around.. holding your hips...  

bleedingheart26: and your hand in the other..  

rmrnorton1960: restists the urge to touch myself from watching that sexy dance 

scarlett2angel: pursss ..smiles as my fingertips grip your back and neck more..as we spin 

around so close letting the slow song move us  

scarlett2angel: giggles as you spin me around making me grab your shoulders with both 

hands  

scarlett2angel: interlocks my fingers in yours..looks into your eyes and lets my right knee 

slide between your legs as we move side to side  



bleedingheart26: as you we are face to face again.. cupping your face with my both hands... 

slipping it slowly downward.. to your neck.. shoulder blade.. on your side near the firm breast and 

down.. my body goes down with it too...  

scarlett2angel: purssssss..archs my back as my hands slide down to your hips..grips each 

one and softly moans as i feel you touch me again  

bleedingheart26: my hands on your hips.. swaying myself with it.. grindong so slowly.. that my 

breath touches your navel... and go slowly up again..  

scarlett2angel: gasps .bucks my hips and rocks my lower body with the song...looks 

around to see we aren't alone as my body moves with hearts touch and the music  

bleedingheart26: taking your hand.. lifting it to the air.. and spin you around again.. and then pull 

your body into mine.. your back touching my breast...  

scarlett2angel: groans ..pushs back and lets my arms wave over my head..parting my 

thighs so my skirt slides up each thigh ..and rolls my hips with heart  

bleedingheart26: swaying together.. moving as one.. whisper in your ear... your scent hypnotizes 

me.. and trail a little lick in your ear..  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm good song DRaz  

D r a z: i like this version  

scarlett2angel: tilts my head ..closes my eyes and flicks the tip of my tongue under your 

left ear  

bleedingheart26: thirsty now scarlett? wanna have some drink first?  

scarlett2angel: kisses hearts cheek mm you bet i am  

rmrnorton1960: slides another 100 over the bar..  its on me ladies  

scarlett2angel: slips my hand into hers and walks to the bar bummping hips  

rmrnorton1960:    

bleedingheart26: hmm .. lets get back on the bar then.. winks.. thank you..  

 
 
scarlett2angel: smiles i would like to dance with you again 

D r a z: somethig slow ? 

scarlett2angel: yes please  

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. that wud be nice.. 

scarlett2angel: stands up holds out my hand and smiles down at heart 

scarlett2angel: stands and sways side to side to this  

scarlett2angel: lets my hair flow down my back as it covers my hips and ass while looking 

into hearts eyes 

bleedingheart26: can't help but stare..  

bleedingheart26: you look gorgeous there scar.. 

scarlett2angel: nods my head takes your hand in mine pulls and moves around on the 

dance floor 

bleedingheart26: letting myself be pulled away..  

bleedingheart26: and lay my hands on your hips... 

scarlett2angel: slowly twrills you ..winks and slips my arm around your waist as my other 

hand plays with your hair while we move around the room 



bleedingheart26: swaying my hips together with your graceful moves.. hmmm 

scarlett2angel: smiles..rolls my hips with Yours..leans in and softly kisses your earlobe an 

lets my hands grip and tugs you closer..while the soft music flows around us  

bleedingheart26: caresses your back and shoulder.. and then your silky soft neck.. and to 

your face.. so beautiful.. smiles 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head..slips my tongue over my bottom lip..softly nibbles on it as 

we move in and out of the shadows while my fingertips...slide up under your hair to your 

shoulders then around your neck..winks at Draz and lets you spin me around in circles  

D r a z: winks at scarlett 

bleedingheart26: spinning you around as my vision spins in a wonderful view of you.. and 

pull you again against my body.. breast to breast we sway together.. 

scarlett2angel: tugs your hair with my fingers..looking deep into Your eyes..as my hips 

and chest brush against Your soft body...... while You move me around the room as if we 

are alone ..makes me smile and sway with the sweet music  

bleedingheart26: holding your hands in mine..  wrapping it around my shoulder.. while 

mine is around your back.. cheek to cheek.. i can breath your intoxicating scent.. hmmm 

bleedingheart26: pulling you closer.. and whisper.. thank you..  

scarlett2angel: rocks ever so slowly..smiles as my fingers touch the back of Your soft 

neck tickles your skin..and bites my bottom lip more thinking of how nice this feels being 

in your arms as we dance closer  

scarlett2angel: your welcome is happy you said yes when i asked you to dance  

D r a z: leaves the key to room 19 on the bar ........... 

bleedingheart26: the pleasure has always been mine lovie.. smiles.. kisses your cheeks 

softly.. 

scarlett2angel: steps back smiles runs my hands down Your arms and hips 

mmmmm..blushes and turns to move to the bar i need a drink now 

D r a z: a juice scarlett ? 

scarlett2angel: yes please 

bleedingheart26: holding your hand still as i follow you to the bar.. 

scarlett2angel: heart do you want one? 

 
 
bleedingheart26: tunneeeeeeeeeeeee 

scarlett2angel: grabs hearts hips..snaps my head left as my hips thrusts right as she 

moves me around the floor 

bleedingheart26: well.. sorry webs.. i'm the luckiest.. winks.. hugss scarlet.. dancing to 

the beat..  

websterace3: its ok Heart  

scarlett2angel: spins around bumps hips and winks as we move around the dance floor 

ore  

bleedingheart26: spinning her aroud... jumping and bouncin each other from time to 

time... woohhhh 

bleedingheart26: lol websss... 



stagforyou_1: dont bruise them hips 

websterace3: sits in my booth watching the lovely ladies danceing 

bleedingheart26: laffsss stags.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmm rocks my head sending my hair over my butt..turns my 

back to heart and grinds back while the music moves me  

bleedingheart26: grinding my booty as well.. presses her back to mine... 

scarlett2angel: waves my arms over my head ..rocks my hips with hers as she holds my 

hips with her hands  

websterace3: hands draz a hundred dollars for the girls drinks if they want a drink 

stagforyou_1: wipes the steam from my glasses.... 

bleedingheart26: blank space by taylor swift draz.. grinning 

stagforyou_1: if not..i will have the money 

websterace3: lol 

scarlett2angel: smiles rocks my hips between her hands while my chest pushs my small 

top up some as she guides me in circles  

bleedingheart26: holding scar's hips and her hand in the other.. swaying round and 

round.. smelling her hair... 

bleedingheart26: yoooooohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

bleedingheart26: pulling away from you girl... 

scarlett2angel: rocks left right and back making heart grip me harder.... 

stagforyou_1: wipes glasses yet again...leaves them on the table 

bleedingheart26: teases you to face me.. and poke my finger to your shoulder... 

scarlett2angel: winks rocks my shoulder back and grips your soft hips tugs and thrusts 

with the beat 

bleedingheart26: raising our hands together.. and i grind down leaving my hands to your 

shoulder.. gliding it down to your sides and hips..  

scarlett2angel: moans thrusts my hips left then right as i grind against each of your 

thighs with the beat of the song  

bleedingheart26: grinding up again... moving my chest press t your tummy and to your 

own firm breastfriends.. winks..  

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back grips your hips bites my bottom lip and thrusts left 

and right more  

scarlett2angel: shakes my head ..smiles at the room,,rocking and pressing my tummy up 

against heart as she tugs my hips more with her hands..... 

bleedingheart26: takes your hand... spin you gently around.. and we grind down 

toghether.. whispering.. you're so hot baby.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmm ty baby..spins around then back into your arms letting my 

hair float over my shoulders and sways even more  

bleedingheart26: and up.. pushing you forward and pull you again to mine a bit closer 

than it should be.. brushing my cheeks in to your silky neck... 

scarlett2angel: rocks left then right..grinds my thigh an nibbles your ear  

scarlett2angel: groans bucks my hips .shakes my whole body as my thighs thrust your 

right then left one..tugs your hips an winks  

stagforyou_1: snows falling again 



D r a z: winks at scarlett 

bleedingheart26: mmmm... swaying our hips to the beat... pressing you closer to me... 

and shake it together with your shaking.. 

scarlett2angel: spins rocks my hips and ass,,smiles back at the sexy dancer with me as 

she pulls me back to her makes me moan and shimmy side to side 

stagforyou_1: moans along with scarlett 

bleedingheart26: mmmmm... rubbing your back.. pulling your body up.. and spin you 

around...  

bleedingheart26: gasping for air.. wants something to drink hun?? giggles 

scarlett2angel: waves my arms over our heads smiles an grinds my ass back as our hips 

move with the beat as if conected spins around an whispers ty for the dance  

donnabelle_1: watches everyone as they dance  

scarlett2angel: takes your hand pulls you to the bar and smiles at donna  

bleedingheart26: holding scasr's hand in mine as we approach the bar..  

scarlett2angel: waves to Draz can we get a drink plzz? 

D r a z: wipes the bar down .........would you two dancers like a drink  

scarlett2angel: jumps onto the bar stool on my knees winks at justenne 

 
 
Gabriela 
 
Gabriela92: strides out onto the dance floor and starts shaking my head and shoulders, 

tapping one foot.... 

Gabriela92: swings one arm around in a circle vertically... 

Gabriela92: other hand on the hip, bumping it to the beat.... 

irish_blue_eyes: nice Gabri 

Gabriela92: tosses my hair wildly 

Gabriela92: snaps my head down and back 

Gabriela92: grinds my hips around slowly..... 

D r a z: watching gabri ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. gonna be one hellova show  

Dendae_vandue900: ~watching gabby dance he smirked lovingly.~ i must admit i like 

this draz.. 

Gabriela92: struts across the dance floor, thrusting my hips left and right.... 

sweet treasure: Gabi is one sexy dancer 

Gabriela92: shifts head one way, shoulders the other.... 

mylstoknowhere: damn right she is ! 

Gabriela92: side to side.... 

D r a z: winks at gabri ..........sexy thang  

sweet treasure: i dance like her infront of my bed room mirror  

Gabriela92: leans backwards, dropping my arms down and shaking my chest at the 

ceiling... 

sweet treasure: is to shy to do it in public  

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm & signs a deep breath to treausre !! with a wicked grin 



D r a z:  shake it  gabri .mm shake it  

Gabriela92: suddenly stands up straight and throws my hair up and over my face, then 

back again, smiling broadly.... 

mylstoknowhere: yea Gabi go girl go ... shake shake it 

Dendae_vandue900: ~perking up he heard sweet.~ perhaps you can dance for me 

treasure if your up for it. 

irish_blue_eyes: very nice Gabri 

irish_blue_eyes: enjoying hte show 

Gabriela92: walks over to Irish's table.... 

D r a z:  the famous gabri smile .infectious and sexy 

irish_blue_eyes: yes 

sweet treasure: whistles and blows a kiss at Gabi  

Gabriela92: lays a hand on his shoulder.... 

irish_blue_eyes: i put my hand over yours 

irish_blue_eyes: and stare into your eyes 

Gabriela92: slides behind him, dragging my fingertips across his back and neck to the 

other shoulder.... 

D r a z: welcome to the house of sin  

irish_blue_eyes: i turn my face and try to see yo9u again 

Gabriela92: stands behind Irish's chair.... 

irish_blue_eyes: i look forward enjoying your touch 

sweet treasure: *smiles leans against the bar and stays quiet* 

D r a z:  just a sexual ............nothing  but a  sexual thing  

Gabriela92: turns my back to him and backs in, rubbing my tushy across his shoulder 

blades.... 

irish_blue_eyes: mmmmm, i inhale deeply feeling your tushy 

irish_blue_eyes: so nice 

Gabriela92: spins halfway around and kneads Irish's neck with my hands... 

mylstoknowhere: sittin back in chair and grinning at the sensual Gabri  

sweet treasure: thats sexual mysl  

Gabriela92: slides them forward and down the front of his shirt a ways.... 

irish_blue_eyes: yes 

Gabriela92: then back up, and up the sides of his neck to his jaw.... 

irish_blue_eyes: your hands and body feel so good Gabri 

irish_blue_eyes: am i allowed to touch back? 

mylstoknowhere: its both treasure ! 

D r a z: no hands irish please 

Gabriela92: tilts his head until his face is up toward the ceiling... 

irish_blue_eyes: ok 

irish_blue_eyes: hands on my lap 

Gabriela92: only if we initiate it, Irish. 

Gabriela92: leans my chest into the top of Irish's head... 

Gabriela92: rubs a little, side to side and up and down.... 

D r a z: watches as gabri rocks and rolls it   



irish_blue_eyes: oh yes feeling nice 

Gabriela92: reaches down with one hand, and slips it into the neck of Irish's shirt.. 

sweet treasure: *smiles closes my eyes and lets the music flow through my head ..rocks 

my hips but stays at the bar* 

Gabriela92: slides down inside, my fingertips rubbing on Irish's chest in long, circular 

strokes.... 

mylstoknowhere: << catches a glimpse ot treasure as she closes her eyes and fels the 

music in her soul ! 

D r a z: winks at treasure as she sways  to the beat ............  

irish_blue_eyes: feeling so nice Gabri 

irish_blue_eyes: loving every moment of this 

Gabriela92: leans down, taking Irish's ear lobe gently between my teeth and tugging it a 

little... 

irish_blue_eyes: i smile a big smile as i feel this 

Gabriela92: kisses him on the cheek and steals a quick sip of his drink before spinning off 

toward Flash.... 

irish_blue_eyes: very nice 

Gabriela92: walks over, my eyes locked on his... 

D r a z: checks to see ifflash is awake  

irish_blue_eyes: thank you Gabri! 

sweet treasure: *winks at Gabi very nice* 

irish_blue_eyes: enjoying watching you walk away and drinking some 

irish_blue_eyes: of my drink  

Gabriela92: slowly and provocatively licking my lips as I rock my hips with every step... 

mylstoknowhere: sees that look in Gabri's eyes and grinsssss to myself 

Gabriela92: maybe so, Draz... 

Gabriela92: oh, there you are! 

Gabriela92: sits on the table, next to where Flash is seated... 

flash2300: so whats a nice girl doing in a chat room like this, lol 

Gabriela92: shifting my bottom to the beat, rocking my head side to side.... 

Gabriela92: who says I'm a nice girl? 

flash2300: all girls are nice aren't they 

irish_blue_eyes: enjoying my seat in the room and watching the action 

Gabriela92: swings one leg quickly and dramatically over Flash's head, landing it on the 

other side... 

sweet treasure: ohh myyyyyyy 

D r a z: smiles watching gabris bottom roll on the table  as she swings the leg 

sweet treasure: can't help but look at gabi now 

irish_blue_eyes: sweet can i get you a drink? 

Gabriela92: puts my feet on his chair, my spike heels just catching the edge next to his 

hips.... 

irish_blue_eyes: enjoying gabri show 

sweet treasure: i dont drink but ty irish  

irish_blue_eyes: ok 



irish_blue_eyes: yvw 

Gabriela92: raises one foot and puts it down on Flash's chair, right between his thighs.... 

irish_blue_eyes: eyes widen at Gabri's move 

D r a z: smile watching gabri ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  

Gabriela92: slowly wiggles the toe of the shoe forward.... 

flash2300: what u wearing gabby 

Gabriela92: swinging my ankle side to side, my toes slipping forward.... 

mylstoknowhere: shiftin in my seat as Gbai puts the moves on flash ! 

mylstoknowhere: Gabi* 

Gabriela92: a red silk  minidress, Flash. 

flash2300: nice real nice  

Gabriela92: leans forward and puts my hands on Flash's shoulders...swaying my body 

side to side as I tilt my head in the opposite direction with each sway.... 

sweet treasure: *sways and smiles at Gabi .....thinks flash is a bad bad boy* 

D r a z: grins at gabri as she sways seducticvely 

flash2300: wow, nice view of gabby 

Gabriela92: interlocks my fingers and puts my hands behind my head.... 

Gabriela92: smiles and sways, my bottom rolling back and forth on the table.... 

flash2300: wow, looks so good  

irish_blue_eyes: love watching the tush move Gabri 

Gabriela92: slowly lowers myself back on the table until I'm laying on it..... 

D r a z: grins seeing the lithe figure undulating on the table  

Gabriela92: puts an index finger to my lips as I slither on the smooth, hard wood.... 

sweet treasure: *giggles and sits on the bar stool .....* 

Gabriela92: pulls the finger down, peeling my lower lip outward into a little pout... 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh myyyyyyyy  

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at the pout  

flash2300: oh yes 

irish_blue_eyes: oh wow, so nice 

Gabriela92: swings one leg, and then the other, up onto Flash's shoulders, my calves 

resting there.... 

Gabriela92: draws my legs in toward Flash's neck.... 

sweet treasure: godddddddd changes my name to table  

flash2300: mmmm,   afraid to look to see if she is wearing panties 

Gabriela92: crosses my ankles behind Flash's head.... 

flash2300: wow gabby, such a nice girl 

Gabriela92: tightens my thighs and draws his head downward.... 

sweet treasure: wipes the bar down  

Gabriela92: pressing my knees into Flash's ears.... 

sweet treasure: looks in the mirror so no one sees me  

Gabriela92: reaches down.... 

flash2300: mmmm,  

D r a z: shes the kind oftrouble you want to be in  

flash2300: gabby works out 



sweet treasure: Gabi is that kind of woman  

flash2300: nice muscle tone 

Gabriela92: pulls the hem of my dress up my thighs a little further.... 

sweet treasure: makes me want to misbehave  

D r a z: if you wanna go bad ,. you gotta be good 

mylstoknowhere: well c'mere treasure or ms misbehaving  

Gabriela92: lifts the fabric, giving Flash a.... flash!!!  (of my black lace panties) <giggles> 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh at the flasher 

sweet treasure: whistlessssssss  

flash2300: nice vs panties u have gabby 

irish_blue_eyes: mmmm 

irish_blue_eyes: wish that was me 

Gabriela92: unhooks my ankles and lets my legs slowly slide down over Flash's shoulders 

and down his arms... 

Gabriela92: sits up on the edge of the table.... 

flash2300: making me more then thirsty gabby 

Gabriela92: leans forward and presses my hands onto the top of Flash's thighs... 

Gabriela92: lowers myself off the table onto Flash's knees... 

sweet treasure: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh noooooooooo 

flash2300: yes, nice 

sweet treasure: hes in for it now 

flash2300: u feel so good gabby 

Gabriela92: grinds my bottom on his knees, my legs draped over the sides of the chair... 

D r a z: smiles watching  those  athletic thighs over the arms of the chair 

flash2300: mmm 

Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis forward and back, scooting further and further up Flash's 

thighs.... 

flash2300: or should i say sexy gabby 

Gabriela92: reaches down for Flash's belt.... 

sweet treasure: if it  me it would be more than blips  

Gabriela92: undoes the buckle... 

Gabriela92: dramatically pulls it free from the belt loops... 

mylstoknowhere: after dirty & Gabri being in the booth some buttons a little slippery 

maybe  

irish_blue_eyes: wow this is getting good 

Gabriela92: stretches the ends of it out between my hands... 

Gabriela92: stretches the belt behind my head.... 

mylstoknowhere: maybe i wasnt here then tho 

Gabriela92: slides it back and forth across my shoulders, shaking my chest... 

D r a z: shes  naughtly little girl and she knows it and we like it that way 

flash2300: mmmmmmm,  wish i could touch u 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm nawty girls .. sugar & spice !!! 

flash2300: and everything nice 

Gabriela92: works the belt back and forth, down my back, and up again.... 



Gabriela92: back down to my hips... 

flash2300: yes 

sweet treasure: *bites my tongue...opens my eyes and grips the side of the bar with both 

hands* 

Gabriela92: relaxes the belt and then suddenly snaps it taut, slapping my tushy 

flash2300: hope i don't have to stand up soon, pants will fall down 

Gabriela92: jumps at the slight pain 

Gabriela92: slides the belt slowly back up... 

Gabriela92: brings it over my head... 

Gabriela92: slips the end into the buckle as I start to sway to the seductive tropical 

sound.... 

Gabriela92: forms a loop and slips it over Flash's head, holding the free end.... 

Gabriela92: pulls it tight like a leash, but not choking... 

Gabriela92: pulls the loose end down, drawing Flash's face within an inch or two of my 

chest... 

flash2300: oh yes like that part, mmm 

kelli-: smiles .. watching Gab 

Gabriela92: sways my chest slowly side to side, occasionally letting the fabric graze 

Flash's chin... 

flash2300: oh yes feels good 

kelli-: giggles watching Gab work over flash 

Gabriela92: relaxes my hold and lifts Flash's chin with my fingertips... 

Gabriela92: lets my mouth come in... 

flash2300: oh yes gabbi 

Gabriela92: grazes Flash's lips with mine, my eyelashes tickling his cheeks... 

kelli-: slowly sways .. watching the big boy break a sweat 

tigerzjill: finds a seat to watch Gabriela 

ash2300: feelfls good 

kelli-: pats the seat next to me  

sweet treasure: ohhhhhhhhhh wiggles thinks what Gabi's dance is doing to him let alone 

me  

tigerzjill: smiles and takes the seat next to kelli winks at her 

kelli-: giggles .. watching sweet squirm 

Gabriela92: lays my elbows on Flash's shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: interlocks my fingers behind him.... 

sweet treasure: her body is driving me ..covers my mouth and squirms more 

flash2300: mmm, feels good 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on the back of his head... 

irish_blue_eyes: mmmm not sure how flash is taking this.... 

Gabriela92: pulls his nose forward, until it nestles into the little bit of cleavage that 

appears right at the top of my dress's scoop neckline.... 

flash2300: wish i could reach out and touch 

flash2300: thats a little taste of heaven there 

Gabriela92: kisses the top of his head, and swings off his lap, angling off toward Myls.... 



kelli-: shakes my finger back and forth at flash.. no no no.. giggles 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss 

Gabriela92: stands behind Myls' chair... 

mylstoknowhere: leans head back and looks up 

Gabriela92: grasps the top of it and tilts Myls' backwards until the chair is only on two 

legs.... 

Gabriela92: plops down in Myls' lap... 

mylstoknowhere: looks Gabi in the eyes and grinss to het and mouths a hello 

Gabriela92: haha, Flash...  you can manage, or maybe Sweet or Kelli or Sabrina or Jill 

would like you with the leash effect! 

Gabriela92: sits sideways on Myls' legs.... 

kelli-: and a few things you just plain old want even if you don't need them LOL 

sweet treasure: perks up at leash  

Gabriela92: rocks my hips between Myls' legs 

D Gabriela92: swings my legs to the front of the chair, sitting with my back against Myls' 

chest... 

mylstoknowhere: lift heels to the beat and rocks you on my lap 

Gabriela92: bounces on the lap 

Gabriela92: shifting side to side.... 

ratherbe: and put sweets drink on my tab  

kelli-: head bouncing up and down to the beat.. shoulders side to side 

Gabriela92: raises my bottom a little, flipping the back of my dress out from underneath 

me... 

kelli-: oh my .. a panty wiggle  

flash2300: well good night gabby and thank you sexy girl 

irish_blue_eyes: mmmm gabri 

Gabriela92: gn, Flash 

Gabriela92: crosses my arms in front of me, reaching for the hem of the dress.... 

Gabriela92: smoothly pulls the dress upward, peeling it over my head and holding it at 

arm's length... 

Gabriela92: drops it in a heap in the center of Myls' table. 

fl1fun2fun: < smiles 

mylstoknowhere: grabs it and sticks it behind my back 

Gabriela92: sways in my matching black lace bra and panty set on Myls' lap 

fl1fun2fun: <<< sits back and tales the photos for gaby's gallery 

irish_blue_eyes: mmmmm yes  

mylstoknowhere: grinning at the sexxxxxxxy Gabi 

Gabriela92: reaches down and takes Myls' hands... 

D r a z:  watching gabri as she sways on myls 

mylstoknowhere: lets her lead my hands 

fl1fun2fun: close up shot of gaby's eyes 

kelli-: picks up Gabs dress and hands it to Draz 

Gabriela92: places his palms flat against my ribs on each side, my hands over his, my 

fingers interlaced with his.... 



D r a z:  slips it behind the bar 

mylstoknowhere: cant reach behind me kelli wink 

Gabriela92: slowly slides them up and down the bare skin between the bra and panties.. 

mylstoknowhere: grips ur ribs and ur fingers snugly 

tigerzjill: winks back at kelli staring at the lap dance 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm & grrrrr'sss at the smooth skin soooooooo silky smooth 

Gabriela92: pulls Myls hands around me and swirls them all over on my tummy... 

fl1fun2fun: close up needed of that cute belly button 

Gabriela92: moves them down, over my hips..... 

fl1fun2fun: glad i have the right photo lens 

Gabriela92: up and down the tops of my thighs.... 

mylstoknowhere: feels that flat tummy and digs fingers into massagingly 

mylstoknowhere: lets you trail my hands on those yummy thighs  

fl1fun2fun: got the close up of gaby's eyes and the expression on her face as those hands 

carressed her body 

Gabriela92: letting the fingers drift to the inside of my legs a little, feeling them tickle 

from my knees almost all the way up to the crotch of my panties... 

mylstoknowhere: gives the inside of ur thigh a little pinch as they trail along 

Gabriela92: drags them over the front.. up my tummy again... 

Gabriela92: swaying my shoulders, tilting my hair and letting my hair swish... 

Gabriela92: we got a few ass-kicking ladies, Reddog; does that count? 

fl1fun2fun: gaby moving to the music ...becoming a bit hypnotic to the sway of the song 

mylstoknowhere: feels ur hair swish in my face and grinssss 

Gabriela92: places Myls' hands on the bra cups and slightly leans into them... 

mylstoknowhere: totall ass kickers toooooo ! mmmm and what asses they got tooooo  

irish_blue_eyes: ya i'm enjoying their asses too 

irish_blue_eyes: would like to see more! 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh gives them a slight squeeze ! 

Gabriela92: leans far back, tilting my head up and giving Myls a deep, lingering kiss on 

the mouth.... mmmm, thank you for exploring! 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm noooooo thank you my sexxxxxy dancer !!! smiles to you 

!!! 

fl1fun2fun: <<<< got all the photos  

kelli-: LOL @ got all the photos 

Gabriela92: stands up, and retreats to the bar to retrieve my dress, slipping it back over 

my head and adjusting it on my shoulders, waist, and hips.... 

fl1fun2fun: they all go to gaby's gallery 

D r a z: winks at  gabri .................... hot dancing there,.mmmmmmmmmmm  

Gabriela92: smooths it down my tummy and over my butt. 

irish_blue_eyes: smiles at Gabri and says Thank You! 

sweet treasure: claps for gabi from my place at the bar 

Gabriela92: smiles at Draz... great music choices! 

irish_blue_eyes: while holding my drink in the air 

kelli-: nice Gab 



fl1fun2fun: bravo gaby 

D r a z: winks  .........was following you  hugssssss  gabri 

mylstoknowhere: stands and appauds loudly with a WOOOOOOT WOOOOOT way to go 

Gabs!!!! 

D r a z:  Bravo gabri 

Gabriela92: ty, everyone... much appreciated. 

kelli-: smiles at Gab  

fl1fun2fun: truly a work of art gaby 

mylstoknowhere: thank you Gabri very umm nice wink  

irish_blue_eyes: oh Thankd You Gabri!  much appriated by me too! 

D r a z:  think we at least brought flash round to ouray of thinking .......at least tonight 

Gabriela92: yeah, I hope he got the idea, Draz. 

kelli-: was he being bad or something? 

Gabriela92: Was trying to help him see how we do things. 

 
 
Gabriela  and  Kelli- 
 
Gabriela92: slithers down off the barstool and starts to shuffle back and forth on the 

floor... 

kelli-: watching Gab slither 

kelli-: grins 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri  move  to  the floor  as she slinks to  the beat 

Gabriela92: slides left... right.... 

Gabriela92: side to side a few times... 

Gabriela92: half turn and a quick clap.... 

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders as I backpedal toward the dance floor.... 

kelli-: taps toe .. watching Gab 

Gabriela92: wiggles the hips side to side... then a circular grind as I bend my knees 

slightly.... 

Gabriela92: reaches my arms upwards, snapping my fingers overhead before lowering 

them to slide my hands down my face and neck.... 

mylstoknowhere: watches the wiggling hips smiles 

Gabriela92: small marching steps marching forward to the new song.... 

D r a z: those hips say ,,satisfaction guaranteed 

Gabriela92: pumping my arms like a steam locomotive.... 

Gabriela92: forward.....backwards.... 

Gabriela92: then sliding sideways.... 

Gabriela92: snaps head to the left, tossing my hair..... 

Gabriela92: spins around twice, hair flung out sideways from my head. 

mylstoknowhere: wooohooo she's feeing the beat now 

mylstoknowhere: watchin her rock out 

D r a z: watches as gabri  rocks out  the stones beat 

kelli-: smiles at Gab with .. "satisfaction" 



Gabriela92: moves my body sideways in a snakelike wave.... 

Gabriela92: then back the other way... 

kelli-: nice moves .. giggles 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on the back of my tight black vinyl booty shorts.... 

Gabriela92: grinds provocatively to the new beat.... 

D r a z:  stomps my feet  to  the beat as i watch the lithe  body  dance ...  

Gabriela92: snaps my head and chest forward.... 

Gabriela92: quick stomp to the front.... 

D r a z: smileswatching thepulsing hips and theupperbodysnaking  to the beat 

Gabriela92: leans forward, hands on knees and torso parallel to the floor... 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssss 

Gabriela92: pushing on each knee alternately, rocking my shoulders back and forth.... 

Gabriela92: pumps my pelvis in time to the music... 

kelli-: mmmmmm... licks lips 

mylstoknowhere: watchin that pelvis pump it out 

D r a z: hipsthat pump with lust 

Gabriela92: feet together... pulses the hips to scoot my black patent leather over-the-

knee boots forward on the smooth floor.... 

Gabriela92: a few inches at a time... 

Gabriela92: drops dramatically into the splits as the song winds down, then rolls onto my 

tummy... 

mylstoknowhere: woohooooo 

Gabriela92: hops back up... 

Gabriela92: struts diagonally across the floor, exaggeratedly tossing my backside left and 

right to the beat.... 

kelli-: swallows hard 

D r a z: winksas gabri starts her strut 

Gabriela92: turning my head in the opposite direction to each step... 

Gabriela92: spins quickly several times, then throws out a leg to stop myself... 

Gabriela92: swings my head in a figure 8, flaring my hair 

D r a z: smiles watching the hair swish around  

Gabriela92: walks back over to the bar and climbs up a stool to step onto the polished 

wood surface... 

Gabriela92: reaches up and takes hold of the overhead rail... 

D r a z: smiles as i look up the athletic legs on the bar  

Gabriela92: bends slightly at the knees and swivels my tushy slowly left and right several 

times. 

Gabriela92: turns halfway around and repeats the swivels. 

Gabriela92: grabs the front of my black leather vest at the bottom.... 

tigerzjill: she is simply beautiful 

Gabriela92: yanks it quickly open, popping the snaps and revealing a tight teal sports bra 

underneath.... 

D r a z: smiles at theviewof thejiggling breasts  



Gabriela92: swings the vest over my head a few times and flings it in the direction of 

Wendy.... 

mylstoknowhere: wow ! gasps a deep breath of air ! 

Gabriela92: shimmies my hips to the left and right as I lower myself into a deep crouch.... 

D r a z: feels the draught as the vest gets  flung 

kelli-: deep breath.. long low mmmmmmm on the exhale 

mylstoknowhere: places my hand on ur hand and interlocks fingers and squeezes  

Gabriela92: suddenly springs up in the air, leaping a foot off the bar and coming down to 

land with my feet wider than my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: reaches down to touch the bar with the fingertips of one hand, then snaps 

my head and hair forward again.... 

Gabriela92: turns and winks at Wendy as I glance back over my shoulder..... 

Gabriela92: slowly strides down the bar, swinging my hips dramatically with each step... 

Gabriela92: reaches the end, turns around, and slowly drops to my knees.... 

D r a z: watching    those hips grind as gabri drops to herknees 

Gabriela92: sways left and right on my knees, burying my fingers in my hair and lifting it 

up off my shoulders. 

Gabriela92: rolling my head lazily from side to side.... 

Gabriela92: drops to my hands and knees and begins to crawl down the bar like a 

predator.... 

kelli-: snarls at Gab.. soft rrraawwrrr .. grins 

mylstoknowhere: touches shoulder to jills shoulder squeezes ur hand tighter while starin 

at Gabri crawling on the bar ! 

Gabriela92: stops at each patron's stool and gives him or her a deeply feral look in the 

eyes... 

Gabriela92: continues on.... 

Gabriela92: prowls further.... 

D r a z: watches as gabri prowls 

tigerzjill: whispers to myls how she looks like a clemson tiger  

Gabriela92: leans forward on my hands, dropping my hips almost to the bar and pumping 

them up and down... 

Gabriela92: drops to lay prone, then rolls over onto my back.... 

D r a z:  watching the lithe body  as she pumps on the bar 

Gabriela92: braces myself on my feet and shoulder blades, bends my knees, and lifts my 

torso and legs off the bar... 

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis slowly and erotically upwards at the ceiling.... 

D r a z:  smiles watching  the sexy  gabri   as she pumps her hips 

D r a z: grins watching  gabris body seduce  

Gabriela92: swivels the hips in a circle a few times before resuming the pumps... 

Gabriela92: reaches my hand to the left and pulls the soda wand out of its holder behind 

the bar.... 

kelli-: studies Gabs moves 

tigerzjill: whispers to myls do you like what you see? as i kiss your cheek 



Gabriela92: finds the button with the water drop picture on it..... 

Gabriela92: holds the end of the hose above my chest.... 

kelli-: pulls a poncho out of my back pack  

D r a z: holds my breathe watching gabri 

Gabriela92: presses the button, sending a stream of chilly water all over the front of my 

thin polyester sports bra..... 

Gabriela92: feels my skin tense and break out in goosebumps as the water soaks in..... 

Gabriela92: makes my muscles tighten and my nipples even more prominently push 

through the taut fabric.... 

D r a z: watches the water splash and splatter] 

kelli-: watching the two biggest "goose bumps" form within the bra 

mylstoknowhere: whispers to jill .. damn and i thought she was hottttt before !! tsssst 

Gabriela92: shoots a final stream of water into my mouth as the song ends... 

Gabriela92: gets to my feet and takes a bow...  

mylstoknowhere: wooooohooooooo applauds loudly !!!! 

cutie pie cassie: applauds.....and stands 

kelli-: stands on the foot rest of my chair and applaudes .. grinning widely 

Bad choice_1: *smiles* way to go gabi nice dance 

damien1982: woo hoo  

D r a z: woo  hoooo  gabri ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  nicedance  

Gabriela92: holds up a dry bar towel.... who will make a $50 donation to Ronald 

McDonald House for the privilege of drying off my chest? 

D r a z: looks around the room itching  to do it  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. 

WendyGrant: Fantastic dance gabri 

D r a z:  donates the  $50 ,,,,,,,,,,,, hands the towel to   kelli 

mylstoknowhere: offers thr 50 to jill ? 

kelli-: turns my pockets inside out.. nothing but pocket lint 

damien1982: all u kelli here is another 50 

WendyGrant: raises hand 

tigerzjill: smiles at myls 

kelli-: MEEE??? 

Gabriela92: do we have $75? 

Bad choice_1: tosses in another 50 to watch *winks* 

WendyGrant: me me 

D r a z: lookiing fora 100 

kelli-: swings the towel around  

damien1982: 100 takes the towl from wendy gives it to kelli 

mylstoknowhere: << raises hand 

D r a z: we have 100 .......now who will give 125 ? 

Gabriela92: do we have $125?  It's for a good.... ummm, cause. 

WendyGrant: ONE HUNDRED and FIFTY 

mylstoknowhere: raises hand 125 

D r a z: 150  to wendy 

LoveEatigPie: hi room  



kelli-: IM Gab 

D r a z:   looking for175  

D r a z:  who wilbid 175  

Gabriela92: wonders where Pie left the "n" in "eating"...LMAO 

WendyGrant: 300 if i can have gabri with the towel 

kelli-: does a little dance on the bar next to Gab.. using the towel inback of me  

D r a z:  300  to wendy  ..............  ok bids in  order please in  rises of50  

damien1982: yuuuup 

D r a z:  30 seconds to end ofbidding  

D r a z:  3oo to wendy 

damien1982: 350 

kelli-: the bell tolls  

D r a z: looking for 400 

Gabriela92: starts making my way slowly over to the stage, since I can't be dried off on 

the bar... 

mylstoknowhere: 400 

kelli-: gasping wide eyed at Damien 

kelli-: wow.. myls !!!  

D r a z: looking for450 

Gabriela92: mounts the stage steps and climbs up.... 

tigerzjill: kisses myls cheek...go get her  

kelli-: swings the towel around  

Gabriela92: stands on the end of the stage, watching the bidding and straightening out 

my wet hair a bit..... 

mylstoknowhere: doing for you jill wink .. i kno u wanna ! 

WendyGrant: 450 if she grabs thr pole 

D r a z:     10 secondsc  to go ........450 to wendy 

D r a z:  10 

D r a z: 9 

D r a z: 8 

D r a z: 7 

D r a z: 6 

D r a z: 5 

D r a z: 4 

D r a z: 3 

D r a z: 2 

D r a z: 1 

D r a z: stop 

damien1982: stop 

WendyGrant: YESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 

D r a z:  ok wendy wins  

Gabriela92: grins at Wendy... beckons her over to the stage.... 

WendyGrant: all for a good cause 

D r a z: swipes  wendys card,,,,,,,,,,,  passes her  the towel 



Gabriela92: reaches down and crosses my arms in front of me.... 

Gabriela92: grasps the bottom edge of the sports bra.... 

D r a z: pushes wendy  to  the stage  

Gabriela92: peels it up and over my head, shaking my hair out and turning to Wendy so 

she can begin drying. 

WendyGrant: licking lips so much they are chapped 

kelli-: hands wendy the towel 

damien1982: oh damn as a good sport i will donate to the cause anyways 

damien1982: 700 ring me up mate 

mylstoknowhere: would u like a drink jill ? 

D r a z: slips  the cash in the donation  drawer less  the house take  

Gabriela92: pushes my shoulders back and smiles, giving my chest a little shake toward 

Wendy... 

WendyGrant: lets the bar watch 

D r a z: watches  the drops slide down the curve ofgabris breasts 

tigerzjill: im prolly buzzy enough right now myls 

Gabriela92: closes my eyes slightly, grinning... 

WendyGrant: yea the hell with the towel 

ndy woud you like to watch someone else dry off gabri ? 

Gabriela92: leans forward, closer to Wendy's towel. 

Gabriela92: You can delegate the job, if you want, Wendy. 

D r a z: walks over abnd hads the towel to kelli  

D r a z:    kelli would you do the honours please 

WendyGrant: take it kelli 

kelli-: takes the towel  

Gabriela92: watches Kelli bound up the stairs to the stage... 

kelli-: I'm right here 

WendyGrant: amazing 

kelli-: carefully starts at Gabs neck  

Gabriela92: tilts my chin up, offering my neck... 

Gabriela92: raises my arms overhead.... 

kelli-: using the towel carefully over your shoulders and neck  

kelli-: smiles as I continue under your arms 

Gabriela92: then holds them horizontally out from my shoulders... 

mylstoknowhere: watches as she raises her arms high over her head 

kelli-: then down one side . 

kelli-: then down the other 

damien1982: takes the cloth that draz uses to wipe the bar  and starts tabbing my own 

neck 

kelli-: across your tummie 

Gabriela92: turns slowly so Kelli can reach each area.... 

kelli-: puts the towel over both of my hands 

D r a z: watches  the    fluffy  towel soaking the droplets  

kelli-: places my hands covered in towel on your ribs 



Gabriela92: sways a little... 

kelli-: slowly moves up your torso  

Gabriela92: enjoying the music while I'm dried off.... 

kelli-: up slowly 

kelli-: my ass picks up the beat .. grins at Gab as my towel covered hands cup the bottom 

of your sports bra  

kelli-: licks my lips 

Gabriela92: Oh, I peeled that off a few minutes ago, Kelli... giggles. 

kelli-: glances down at Damien and winks as my hands close around your boobs 

Gabriela92: closes my eyes, moaning as my knees nearly buckle.... 

kelli-: eyes lock on Gabs as I carefully dry you 

Gabriela92: opens them to look deeply at Kelli as I enjoy her attention. 

kelli-: watching your expression as my thumbs catch your hard nips between them and 

my index fingers 

Gabriela92: tightens my upper arms to the front, squeezing my boobs closer together and 

accentuating the cleavage more. 

kelli-: moves my hands up over your chest  

Gabriela92: takes a deep breath... 

irish_blue_eyes: hey everybody 

Gabriela92: bites my lower lip near the right corner.... 

kelli-: then over your shoulders .. pulls you tight and gives you a kiss ...  

D r a z: smiles and  watchs the  two girls on stage  

kelli-: good job Gab 

D r a z:  helo irish 

damien1982: ooohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh awesome job girls 

kelli-: smiles  

irish_blue_eyes: hi draz 

Gabriela92: leans into Kelli, our mouths softly meeting in a tender connection.... 

Gabriela92: head tilted slightly to one side... 

D r a z: smiles and makes sure wendy is still breathing  

kelli-: had to give Damien his money's worth .. smiles against your lips 

Gabriela92: reaches up and softly places an open hand on the back of Kelli's head, 

pressing her face to mine.... 

WendyGrant: i am here 

Gabriela92: letting my other hand slowly drift up and down near her spine.... 

damien1982: thank you kelli and draz wendy needs water mate 

D r a z:  slides wendy another  coors beer 

WendyGrant: thank you girls 

kelli-: smiles at Gab .. close and tight 

Gabriela92: several contacts with our mouths before my lips slightly part and my tongue 

darts out to flick across Kelli's upper lip... 

Gabriela92: grins at her with a sparkle in my eyes.... 

kelli-: quiet little rrraawwrrrr as I feel your tongue  



Gabriela92: breaks the kiss, taking her hand and turning so we're both facing the crowd, 

and taking a deep bow.... 

damien1982: bravo 

kelli-: smiles and bows with Gab 

D r a z: stands and wolf whistles ...............great job  you two 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds loudly  

WendyGrant: clapping standing up 

mylstoknowhere: woooohoooooooo 

kelli-: beaming  

kelli-: and I still have my clothes on .. sheesh  

mylstoknowhere: why? 

D r a z: laffs 

mylstoknowhere: grins 

tigerzjill: claps for both girls 

kelli-: looks at myls.. ummm.... I DUNNO!!!!!!!!!! 

WendyGrant: kelli saved me from faiting 

Gabriela92: lays an arm across my chest as I come down off the stage, retrieving my 

black leather vest from Wendy and slipping it back on, buttoning the front, this time 

without the now-wet sports bra under it. 

Gabriela92: maybe he can wear Batman's bodysuit... 

D r a z: lafsssss 

 
 
Dirty and jill 
tigerzjill: gets up and asks dirty to dance 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up to dance with jill 

D r a z: smile watching dirty and jill  

tigerzjill: my hands on your hips looking in your eyes 

tigerzjill: my heart going boom boom boom 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to you as i sway my hips to the beat 

tigerzjill: prom dancing with you arond the dance floor 

trisha_29: sexiest damn hips i have evah seen 

tigerzjill: staring in your beautiful eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: my head rocking left to right 

tigerzjill: i take my hair out of my ponytail and shake it out 

 dirtyrpgirl: my hands on the edge of jill's shoulders as we start to spin around together 

tigerzjill: swaying faster to the great song 

RocketManFL: more better  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my thumbs rub lightly as i watch her hair fly out 

tigerzjill: grinning as we spin 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohooooooooooooooooo 

tigerzjill: smiles looking at you 

tigerzjill: steps closer 



dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands fall down your arms as we move cloer 

tigerzjill: my hands slide up and down your sides 

dirtyrpgirl: my head resting on your shoulder as we dance slow to the new tune 

tigerzjill: settling on your hips 

tigerzjill: winks at Gabriela as we turn...whispering Thank You 

tigerzjill: i trace my fingers along your soft hair 

dirtyrpgirl: my body moves to the tune along with yours.............kisses you neck , just 

below your ear.....shuffling my feet some as my thighs rub your your leg 

Gabriela92: yw, Jill 

tigerzjill: staring in your eyes not realizing the song has stopped 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm......spins you around as the tune 

changes..........wrapping my arms to your body, my hands on your taught belly as i move 

in unison to your sexy swaying 

D r a z: watching  dirty and jill as they dance tightly   together 

tigerzjill: grinning as i sway my hips feeling you against me from behind 

tigerzjill: i put my hands on yours rubbing your arms 

RocketManFL: paaaaartyyyyyy 

tigerzjill: i spin around wrapping my arms around dirty 

tigerzjill: hugging her from behind 

tigerzjill: grinding against her as she moves to the song 

RocketManFL: <<chair dancing, hands pumping air  

dirtyrpgirl: wooooohooooooooooooo popping my butt up n down back to you as i lift my 

arms high above my head 

RocketManFL: watches the grinding on the dance floor  

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my head looking back at you over my shoulder 

tigerzjill: runs my hands along your sides and along your arms 

tigerzjill: woo...is it getting warmer in here? 

Gabriela92: Fire it up!!!! 

greeneyedviolet: hears a noise at my window ..jumps up and runs over,,,grabs myls by 

his collar smiles and shakes my tits at him then pushs the ladder  

tigerzjill: steps back and pulls off my clemson sweatshirt 

RocketManFL: giggles, standing near thermostat  

tigerzjill: tosses it to myls 

RocketManFL: puuuurrrrrrrfect  

tigerzjill: looks at dirty in my black tank top 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to jill as she looks so hot in her black tanktop 

tigerzjill: starts swaying as i walk to her 

dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my finger, motioning her to me 

tigerzjill: tossing my hair as i do 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss .. then tries to balance the ladder whoaaaaaaaa 

mylstoknowhere: catches the sweatshirt ! 

tigerzjill: struts up to dirty smilng big 

tigerzjill: rocking my hips to the beat 



dirtyrpgirl: arching foward as you dance to me..................my hands on your hips as i look 

at your hot body 

greeneyedviolet: grabs the front of my dress lifts it winks and spins around giving the 

peeping tom a good look of my ass and walks away from the window 

tigerzjill: blushing as i look around the room 

tigerzjill: then back at you 

Al_dente_: we all saw that violet... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmmm stares at that ass walkin away from the window wow o 

wow 

tigerzjill: pressing my small breasts against you as we dance  

greeneyedviolet: smiles at Al  

mylstoknowhere: tries to walk the ladder to the window grrrrrrr not as easy as i thought 

greeneyedviolet: jump up and down myls it might help lol 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking to the beat as our bodies mesh, my hands all over your butt 

Al_dente_: melts at the smile... 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh good idea !!! 

tigerzjill: pressing my hips against yours as you run your hands over my butt 

tigerzjill: bumping against you with the beat 

tigerzjill: holding on to your hips and leaning back 

mylstoknowhere: grabs the lader and hops off the step im on and lifts ladder heyyyyyy it 

works ! 

dirtyrpgirl: lets get crazy !!! 

mylstoknowhere: now to get it to move forward hmmm? 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing your skin under your neck, just above the tanktop as you lean back 

mylstoknowhere: aww nitey nite phedre *hugs* for sweet dreams 

tigerzjill: oommmm tinglessss shoot through me 

tigerzjill: i take your hand in mine and run it along the front of my chest 

tigerzjill: grinning at you 

tigerzjill: whispers...lets get crazy 

dirtyrpgirl: licking some of your persperation as it beads to your chest...........as my hands 

pull your hips to mine as i cup them to your butt 

tigerzjill: pressing close against you wrapping my arms around your neck 

Gabriela92: Next we have a song about..... well, Dirty and Jill. 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm jill.......licks up your neck as we dance......untill 

i get to your mouth, then presing my lips to yours, kising you softly 

tigerzjill: my mouth opens to slide my tongue across your lips 

tigerzjill: looking deep in your eyes  

tigerzjill: running my fingers through your hair 

dirtyrpgirl: melting to your arms as i feel your tongue.........sucking it into my mouth 

tigerzjill: losing all sense of where we are...closing my eyes and kissing you back urgently 

passionately 

greeneyedviolet: sees the ladder fall back..runs and climbs out my window onto the roof 

grabs the ladder to save myls 

dirtyrpgirl: my body just quivers as i feel your fingers in my hair 



tigerzjill: pressing my body against yours 

greeneyedviolet: winks and gives him a kiss for effort  

D r a z: laffs 

tigerzjill: steps back and looks in your eyes 

tigerzjill: wow i whisper 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm...smiles to jill  and walks her back to the bar 

tigerzjill: i think i need something to drink 

dirtyrpgirl: that was very erotic, thank you for that...smiles and kisses your cheek as we 

sit at the bar 

D r a z: woo hoo  you two 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...i knowwww, right 

 
Dirty  and Scarlett 
dirtyrpgirl: wooooooooooohoooooooooooooooo lets geti it started in here !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: my arms above my head as i snap my hips and move my ass to the beat 

Phedre: *smiles watching dirty from behind the bar*  

mylstoknowhere: < started warmed UP and ready to goooooooooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs scarlett and hip bumps to her as i hold onto her hips 

scarlett2angel: giggles as i get yanked up and rubs hips with the d/j  

dirtyrpgirl: smackin dat ass with the palm of my hand 

scarlett2angel: woooooooooo i gotta a feeling 

dirtyrpgirl: jumpin up and down shaking my hiney as i watch your boobs bounce 

scarlett2angel: dances around shaking my ass and head tonight gonna be a good good 

night 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips as i get jiggly with scarlett 

scarlett2angel: jumps up and down as i move around dirty..swishing my hair as i bounce 

with the beat of her song 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands all over sacrlett as her body shakes and wiggles 

scarlett2angel: smiles and shimmys my shoulders as my hands tease dirtys hips and the 

small of her back 

scarlett2angel: tugs her...thrusts my hips and smiles  

dirtyrpgirl: slapping my inner thigh to yours....... 

scarlett2angel: winks shakes my head right and left while my knee rubs between her 

thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: woooohoooooooooooooooo scarlett...............watche your eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: grinding thigh to your knee as the tune changes...................................... 

scarlett2angel: wooooooooooooooohooooooooooooo winks at dirty lets get down and 

dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: my left hand on your hip as i roll my righ arm in the air like a rodeo star 

scarlett2angel: sways my hips and shoulders as we kick our feet left and right while we 

look into each others eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing back and forth on your knee as my butt rolls 

back...................................... 

dirtyrpgirl: spins you around and two steps with ya 



scarlett2angel: smiles swats your booty....spins around and shakes my hair loose again  

dirtyrpgirl: heel to toe..........hiney slide and spins and dossy do 

dirtyrpgirl: bending foward and lets my boobs shake in the loose fitting top 

scarlett2angel: tugs your hips kicks my right foot out then back spins around and winks 

at you 

sexykay39: smiles softly looking over seeing lil sissy and the sweet angel 

dancing................. 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips to this tugs your hair as my hands slide up and down your 

back 

dirtyrpgirl: taking scarletts hand and lifts it in the air and spanks her hiney as she spins 

around..........................woooooooooooooooooooooooohooooooooooooooooooooo 

Kelleen: giggles watching 

scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip...spins around shaking my freshly spanked ass at 

dirty as i spin and rocks my head to one side 

dirtyrpgirl: moving behind scarlett...my hands on her belly as i rub my body to hers to the 

tune 

scarlett2angel: rocks side to side....pushs back with a smile on my face as my hands slip 

over yours and moves with you  

dirtyrpgirl: mvong my legs like i am walking and rubbing them to the back of scarletts 

legs 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands slipping up under her top to her warm flat tummy.......my  chin 

rubbing to her shoulder 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head winks and moves left and right against you letting my hips 

sway more  

dirtyrpgirl: nibbling on your ear as i my hips follow your...your butt pressed tight to the 

front og my cutoff jeans 

scarlett2angel: groansssssss wiggles and nips on your earlobe while my hands grip your 

ass to help me move with you  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm moans and turns you quickly to face me 

and kisses you as the tune changes 

scarlett2angel: arches my back spins around and smiles into your eyes  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm moves even closer to you 

now, our breasts rubbing through out clothes 

scarlett2angel: slips my hands up around your neck rolls my hips as we dance closer  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on your butt as we slowly slide back to the mirrored wall 

scarlett2angel: pursssssss rocks in your hands..feels you push me back..groans and bucks 

against you  

dirtyrpgirl: ...............my hands rolling down your arms , gripping your hands in mine, 

lifting yout arms up pressing them back to the mirror.....you bare belly hangs out from 

undr yout top as i just sway with you, your butt rubbing to the mirorrs 

scarlett2angel: whimpersssssss ..arches more as you pin me to the mirror making my top 

slide up my tummy as my arms get lifted and pinned over my head 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my right hand fall to the back of your head, grabbing a handful of hair 

as i yank it back and kiss all to the front of your neck 



mylstoknowhere: sits back watching the dancers ....grinning 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh dirtyyyyyyyy tilts my head ..moansssss and pushs 

back against the full mirror  

dirtyrpgirl: rolling my sretched tongue to your flesh 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes..rocks my hips to this and interlocks my fingers over my 

head as your touch gives me chills  

dirtyrpgirl: my hips roll left and to right as i grind my body to yours..........................my 

hand in your hair............................your body arched to the mirrors as i lift my right leg 

and rub the front of my cutoffs to your knee, just under then bottom of your kakhi shorts 

scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip...opens my eyes and grinds back against the mirror 

rockin my hips  

dirtyrpgirl: steps away from you now.......................dancing back slowly as i crook my 

index finger....motionong to you..................whispering....c'mere girl............... 

dirtyrpgirl: holding my elbows to my sides as i press my breasts together in the loose 

tanktop 

scarlett2angel: gasps ..catching my breath as i step forward not taking my eyes from 

yours 

dirtyrpgirl: arching my body to you...........then spind quickly and kust falls back into your 

arms.....knowing you will catch me................. 

scarlett2angel: mmmm smiles as my eyes see the gleem in yours steps closer and puts 

my hands on your hips  

scarlett2angel: giggles as i catch you holds you tight and lets my tummy brush against 

yours 

dirtyrpgirl: the tune making my body melt back to yours..................resting my chin to 

yout breasts as the ivories play sexy in the background 

scarlett2angel: tickles your tummy kisses your neck and lets my fingertips move around 

in circles on your soft thighs  

dirtyrpgirl: blowing your hair as i lean to you...................................my hands moving to 

your sexy round ass over them short kakhi shorts 

dirtyrpgirl: looks arond the room.....................oh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and holds you into my arms 

scarlett2angel: rocks in your hands...whispers and lets my body slowly grind with the 

blues  

Kelleen: giggles watching the room 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding behind you now...................my hands back on your tummy as you llean 

your head to my shoulder 

D r a z: leansback  watching   the girls 

scarlett2angel: rolls my lower body side to side..smiles back at you letting my arms lift 

over my head to arch my back more while the song makes us move  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmm kisses the side of your neck and down to your collarbone as 

my nails dig in 

dirtyrpgirl: kisses scarlett now and walk her back to the bar............................ 

dirtyrpgirl: and thats.....................what the blues do to me !!!!!!!!!!!!!!...........giggles 

scarlett2angel: groans rocks my hips tilts my head and kisses your neck ty dirty 



D r a z: smiles at  the girl as as they walk to the bar  

dirtyrpgirl: was my pleasure lover girl 

sexykay39: really lil sissy...............i didnt know it was the blues that made you do all that 

lmao....... 

D r a z: great entertainment  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.you two 

mylstoknowhere: applauds the dancers 

scarlett2angel: smiles at dirty sits and tries not to tremble to much 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo big sissy........well this sexy thang here had sumpin to do with it too 

.......smiles 

sexykay39: giggles uh huh............. 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you Draz...............................smiles 

sexykay39: smiles and blows a kiss to each of you...............perfect way to start a 

weekend...... 

 
Dirty  and Phedre 
dirtyrpgirl: feet skipping to the beat....arms swaying back to my hips 

Phedre: *wiggles to the beat..  using dirty as my pole 

Phedre: *giggles*  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm hell yeah phedre !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling your hands roll n rub all over my body as i just stand still n bite my 

mtounge 

Phedre: *wiggles softly up against her whispering "I'm hot sticky sweet from my head to 

my feet" 

dirtyrpgirl: unable to resist...i put my hands on your backside......feeling your hot ass as 

you move 

Phedre: *spins around her tossingmy auburn hair.. *  

Phedre: *wiggles softly and grinds to the floor*  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles down as i see you looking up my skirt 

dirtyrpgirl: my feet apart as i give you a good peek 

Phedre: *grins and catches my head on your skirt teasing it ups as I slowly stand*  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on your breasts as you stand and my skirt rises above my hips, 

exposing all of my white satin thong 

dirtyrpgirl: wild thing !!!! 

Phedre: *grins and kisses dirty.. OOo... I think I need to keep dancing*  

dirtyrpgirl: we both do !!!...giggles 

Phedre: *wiggles and moves from one side to the other my hands gliding along her 

waist*  

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney to the tune................spins and butt bumps back to you 

Phedre: wiggles my butt to dirty's cupping my breasts*  

dirtyrpgirl: my long legs apart as i bend at my waist and grind my butt back to you 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands up in my hair ...pulling it back over my shoulders as my tits jiggle 

Phedre: Rocks from one leg to the next keeping up with the beat as I press back against 

dirty wiggling to the beat*  



dirtyrpgirl: the tback of my thong deep in my butt crack,as i stand back up ,but with my 

hands on my knees'''lsapping and snapping my butt back to phedre's 

dirtyrpgirl: wb smurf !!!!...blows you a kiss as i dance with phedre 

dirtyrpgirl: rockng my head left to right to the beat 

Phedre: *whispers *'wild thing" my butt softly spanking aginst dirty's cheeks*  

Phedre: my head forward and tossing my lovely locks back and forth 

dirtyrpgirl: spins back around and grabs phedre's belly...holding her tight as i drop and 

raise my hips grinding to her butt 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands roaming all over the front of phedre's body as the tune changes 

Phedre: *giggles and softly rocks my butt against dirty's belly 

dirtyrpgirl: cupping my hands under her breasts....lifting them ,then dropping them as i 

sway with her..me hand back on her tummy 

Phedre: my hands gliding up my sides and into my hair teasing it into a tangle*  

dirtyrpgirl: mmm my mouth at her neck...................small little pecking kisses as you lift 

your hair up 

surfking_24: oh girls..sits enjoying the 2 of you dancing so beautifully 

Phedre: *shivers and wiggles to her touch my hips poping to each bip bip..  

dirtyrpgirl: cooll is the rule..but sometimes....we can be sooooooo bad....giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands follow the contour of your body as i put them between your 

thighs 

Phedre: *grins and tosses my head back resting it on dirty's shoulder.  

Phedre: Turning my face and pressing a soft kiss to Dirty's cheek*  

Phedre: woohoo I got samiched.. 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmm pressing my cheek to your sensuous lips 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

Phedre: damn that was a fun three songs..  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands squeeze your inner thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah it was 

Phedre: purrs and grinds to dirty's fingers.. mmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: i love this song...michael does it so good too 

Phedre: dammit another one?  

dirtyrpgirl: spins you around and cuddles to you to this tune 

dirtyrpgirl: my body pressed tight to yours as we just sway all sexy......................... 

Phedre: Shashays my hips from left to right my arms slideing around dirty's neck  my 

nose teasing around the shell of her ear*  

dirtyrpgirl: looking into your soft eyes.......my lips so close to yours.....a hesitent 

kiss......softly , slowly rubbing my lips to yours 

Phedre: *breathes slowly in and out taking in dirty's luscious scent.  

dirtyrpgirl: my hips sway as my body rubs to yours slowly 

Phedre: *moans softly to the kiss my lips parting as I tenderly kiss her upper lip*  

surfking_24: good gawdddd 

dirtyrpgirl: whispering into your ear.....my panties are getting so wet 

Phedre: *giggles and whispers* panties..  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 



dirtyrpgirl: my hands falling...................down to squeeze your backside 

Phedre: softly pulls Dirty's hair into my face breathing deep*  

Phedre:  my lips grazing the soft line  of dirty's neck as my nose teases behind her 

earlobe* 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling 

dirtyrpgirl: then my body shivers 

dirtyrpgirl: yep wet panties for sure now !!! 

Phedre: *giggles* I'd better get outta here before the next tune.. lol  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles....... 

D r a z: laffs,,,,,,,,  is that right ? 

Phedre: *checks for myself, teases a finger over dirty and lifts it to my lips sucking on it 

softly* 

dirtyrpgirl: well dang i was just gonna ask if i could sit in your lap.......smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling , watching you 

surfking_24: haha 

Phedre: ooo.. Sits down in the DJ booth 

Phedre: ooo stretches out on the sofa..  

Phedre: just for the dirty one...  

dirtyrpgirl: softly sits across your lap..my long legs draped over yours as i put my left arm 

over your shoulder 

dirtyrpgirl: my legs stretching out to the couch as i snuggle to you 

Phedre: *smiles and slips my hands around dirty's wasite sofa dancing to the beat*  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles as my boobs jiggle as you bounce me 

dirtyrpgirl: looking at you...then to my thighs...wanna see the wet spot? 

dirtyrpgirl: you did it....giggles 

Phedre: Laughs and buries my face between the giggling boobies*  

dirtyrpgirl: liftiing the front of the tiny white skirt....seeeeeeeeeeeeeee....giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooo leans back some...arching my body to you as i squirm in your lap 

Phedre: *laughs and purrs* mmm I know, I've tasted, Now I've seen god I'm good 

dirtyrpgirl: yessss you are...very good...purrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrs 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles as i put my hands in the waistband of the thong and tug it 

some......look !! a wet camletoe !!!!....lol 

Phedre: *giggles* we keep loosing more and more of our audience Dirty 

D r a z: laffs 

dirtyrpgirl: shrugs......should we stop? 

Phedre: Can we?  

dirtyrpgirl: i might cry if we do......lol 

D r a z: doubt if you can 

Phedre: lol well we can't have that..  

dirtyrpgirl: lol Draz 

Phedre: *smiles and gazes at the sexy wet cameltoe*  

dirtyrpgirl: i knowwwwwwwww..i dont look good with runny mascara !!! 

Phedre: Uh oh I think I'm mesmerized.  

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my thighs together......making it swell some 



Phedre: *groand nd feels my chin drop drool rolling over my lip*  

dirtyrpgirl: oppps....my lips kinda just popped out.......giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: oh well tugs the thong higher....that better?....grinning 

Phedre: *giggles and helps her tuck them back in..  licking my fingers softly*  

dirtyrpgirl: mm buddy guy !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm..i'll give you 10 minutes to stop that !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms more in your lap as my thighs flower open slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: runs to the changing room to put on my nun's habit !!!!!...lmaooooo 

Phedre: *smiles and wiggles to the beat with Dirty in my lap*  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmm leans in and kisses phedre's soft lips 

dirtyrpgirl: singing softly to her as i do 

dirtyrpgirl: but i still got the blues for you..................... 

Phedre: *moans softly into the kiss niping playfully at her bottom lip*  

D dirtyrpgirl: shifts and crawls onto my knee's facing you as my body just sways to the 

tune 

dennis_346: sits back and watches the show 

dirtyrpgirl: pushing down the back of my skirt........my hands back to your shoulders as i 

just look at you..... 

Phedre: grins and watches Dirty crawling.  

dirtyrpgirl: that is such a beautiful song 

Phedre: *smiles* mmmm good song..  

dirtyrpgirl: very good song..shame we lost gary moore 

dirtyrpgirl: the beat taking over my body 

Phedre: *grins and glides my hands up  over her butt and looks up feeling her hair slap 

playfully over my face*  

dirtyrpgirl: holding to her shoulders as i lean way back........letting my hiar fall back over 

my shoulders....swaying like this as i sing to her 

dirtyrpgirl: letting go of phedre's shoulders and just leans back ...my thighs clamping to 

her legs as i stretch my body back...my top and skirt riding up as my hair touches the DJ 

floor 

Phedre: *smiles and slips my hands behind her and presses a soft kiss to her belly 

button*  

dirtyrpgirl: sways my body as i watch you kiss my bare belly 

Phedre: *grins and teases the tip of my tongue and then my nose into her inny wiggling*  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...... 

dirtyrpgirl: that tickles !!! 

Phedre: *smiles and sits bacj up just holding dirty up off the floor* 

dirtyrpgirl: groans as i sit back up ....shaking my hair as i do......huggin you tight 

Phedre: *smiles and hugs dirty.. *  

Phedre: *grins and teases the tip of my tongue and then my nose into her inny wiggling*  

Phedre: *smiles and sits bacj up just holding dirty up off the floor* 

dirtyrpgirl: stands up and lays the air guitar.................. 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair in my face as i rock out to the tune....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: hips swaying left to right........................... 



karate820: watches the rocking dj  

karate820: as i sit at the bar  

dirtyrpgirl: my skirt at my upper thighs as i stand in a wide stance.................. 

dirtyrpgirl: my head rocking hard left to right.......................... 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning back now as i solo................................ 

dirtyrpgirl: i watched them on axe tv news eve Draz....gary rossington can still rok out !!! 

D r a z: wo hoo dirty play  that guitar  

dirtyrpgirl: spins around and around and jumps up and down to the tune...winking at 

Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: drops my air guitar and dances to the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: shuffling my feet as my hiney jumps up n down 

dirtyrpgirl: clapping my hands to the beat...................... 

karate820: watches the skirt bounce  

dirtyrpgirl: moves to the dance floor.............looking at myself in the mirrored wall as i 

snap my hips let to right 

dirtyrpgirl: arching foward as i let my tits jiggle 

dirtyrpgirl: my shoulders swaying to the beat 

D r a z:  smiles watching  dirty 

Phedre: *slips back in munching on some cereal* 

dirtyrpgirl: wb phedre !!!!...blows you a kiss as i dance on the dancefloor 

karate820: loves how the lithe body moves  

dirtyrpgirl: standing straight up now...feet together....as i let my arms do the wave 

dirtyrpgirl: then skips around the dancefloor 

dirtyrpgirl: moving from pole to pole, spinning to each one 

Phedre: *smiles and catches the kiss winking at dirty*' 

dirtyrpgirl: stops and holds onto a pole 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to phedre.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: singing to the tune................. 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my crotch rub to the pole as my hips sway 

Phedre: mmm melissa 

dirtyrpgirl: the sweet devil's got my souuuuuuuuuuuuuuul 

D r a z:  winks at  dirty as she exciotes on the pole  

dirtyrpgirl: i love melissa 

dirtyrpgirl: jerks away from the pole.............spinning on the dancefloor 

dirtyrpgirl: faster and faster........my arms out..................... 

dirtyrpgirl: then slows down with the tune........................ 

dirtyrpgirl: falling to my knee's 

dirtyrpgirl: arching back..........my knee's open 

dirtyrpgirl: then jumps up and dances again.................... 

dirtyrpgirl: skips over to phedre now..opening my mouth for a spoonfull...of cereal 

dirtyrpgirl: love makes you do stupid thangs !!!! 

Phedre: *smiles and tucks dirty's kiss in a warm dark place* 

D r a z: smiles watching dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: closing my eyes..hopeing they are fruit loops !!!....giggles 



Phedre: *kisses dirty with a mouthfull of cereal 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm now that is erotic !!!  

 
Kelli-  Auction Dance 
 
Gabriela92: returns from the dressing room with Kelli, letting everyone see her dance 

outfit... the baby pink version on this page:  http://www.yandy.com/Sequin-Strappy-

Halter-Top-And-Hipster-Short.php 

Bad choice_1: nice choice *smiles* lookin good 

kelli-: moves up the back steps to the bar in my new dance outfit 

damien1982: looking good ladies 

D r a z: winks asi look up along  the bar  to  kelli  

kelli-: thank you guys 

irish_blue_eyes: sipping my whiskey excited to watch this show 

Bad choice_1: yvw 

D r a z: herewe go are  you ready  for this .......going to be hellova show 

kelli-: spins flairing the fringe  

kelli-: dancing hard  

kelli-: stomping out the beat 

kelli-: hands high 

Gabriela92: wb, GG 

kelli-: clapping out the beat above my head 

greygriffin20: thanks Gabriela 

WendyGrant: holds beer up yells ....hell ya 

kelli-: hips swivel  

D r a z: smiles watching  the energetic danceras she   dances out  the beat 

kelli-: hands move down my body  

kelli-: hips move to the beat  

kelli-: hands high 

Gabriela92: nods my head to the beat, watching Kelli move... 

Gabriela92: drumming out with my hands on the edge of the bar.... 

kelli-: hips move in circles and I slowly turn 

kelli-: yells out .. YEOW!!!  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: shakin my ass to the wild beat 

D r a z: heck yeahhhh 

damien1982: woo hoo 

kelli-: swivel and shakin 

WendyGrant: tapping foot on the floor to the beat  

kelli-: slowly circles  

kelli-: slowly strutts down the bar 

kelli-: lots of extra movement to my hips and legs 

kelli-: stops at the edge  



kelli-: hands caress my skin 

D r a z: looksupat  the hands 

kelli-: down my body 

kelli-: over my hips as the sway to the beat 

kelli-: slowly slip around the bottom of the tight little boy shorts 

kelli-: thumbs making a heart around .. the middle  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

damien1982: u ok wendy 

kelli-: left left right right to the slow beat 

WendyGrant: dont know yet 

D r a z: taps out the beat as we watch the sultry dance 

kelli-: hands move slowly up my body 

kelli-: cup the little wrap top  

kelli-: lean forward  

kelli-: hands move over my head 

damien1982: them hands 

kelli-: slinky S moves as I turn 

kelli-: shakes my ass at you in time to the beat 

kelli-: round and round  

kelli-: left left right right 

D r a z: smies watching  those tight buns in the shorts  

kelli-: then in circles 

kelli-: back to you 

damien1982: ooh 

kelli-: flexing my ass to the slow beat 

kelli-: leans forward at the waist 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hand move up my inner thighs 

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: I take threes also Wendy 

Gabriela92: pulls out two $20 bills... I want to see one of those streamer garters come 

off, Kelli.... 

kelli-: looks at Gab.. smiles 

kelli-: moves my legs to the new beat  

D r a z: we have 40 bid for  the garters  

kelli-: making the garters stream out 

kelli-: dancing harder .. shakin my bootay 

D r a z: shes on fire........... that girls smokin  

damien1982: 50 

kelli-: slowly turning .. hips circling 

kelli-: points to Damien and smiles 

D r a z: 50  bid  for  the garters 

Gabriela92: pulls out another $20... $60 here. 

D r a z:  now 60 ..loking for70 



kelli-: hands move down to one of the garters.. this one first  

kelli-: shakes my leg  

kelli-: spins and dances harder 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: sits on the edge 

Gabriela92: reaches up, slips the three twenties in one garter... 

kelli-: shaking my legs making the fringe fly 

kelli-: smiles at gab 

kelli-: hands the garter to Gab 

Gabriela92: daydreams about running my fingertips up and down those smooth thighs.... 

kelli-: gives the $60 to Draz  

D r a z: slips the 60  in the kelli box  

kelli-: ok guys and girls.. the left one? .. Remember.. Ronnie McDs!! 

Gabriela92: puts the garter on my head like a little crown, the streamers falling down 

around my face... parts them to the side like hair.... 

D r a z: winks at  gbari  

kelli-: giggles @ Gab as I pop back up dancing to the new song 

kelli-: how much for the left one? 

D r a z:  who will bid 20  for the left garter ? 

kelli-: spins flairing it 

kelli-: come on guys and girls!! 

dennis_346: holds up a c note 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

D r a z:  we have a bid of100 

dennis_346: sips my water 

D r a z:  dont think that willbe beat 

kelli-: now we are talkin 

dennis_346: looking around room 

kelli-: moves to the edge... put it in the garter dennis 

dennis_346: smiles 

dennis_346: gives drazs the money 

kelli-: awwwwww 

kelli-: he's shy  

kelli-: LOL 

dennis_346: lol 

D r a z:   slips the note in the kelli box 

kelli-: takes off the garter and lays it over dennis's shoulder 

dennis_346: winks at kelli 

kelli-: dancing away  

damien1982: lol 

kelli-: ok guys.. both boots .. you get to take them off me.. girls too.. how much?? 

dennis_346: stuffs it in my pocket 

kelli-: standing at the edge 

kelli-: Gab.. show them my new dance outfit again please? 



Gabriela92: sure, Kelli... http://www.yandy.com/Sequin-Strappy-Halter-Top-And-

Hipster-Short.php   the baby pink version on that page. 

kelli-: any bits .. as I dance close to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: win the bid .. you take off the boots  

traincommuter: sits smiling and watches 

kelli-: how much to start Draz? 

D r a z: what we bid  for the boots ...........lets start at 100 

Gabriela92: Waves two $100 bills overhead. 

kelli-: strutts up the edge of the bar, showing off my boots 

D r a z: irish you want to bid ? 

damien1982: 150 

D r a z: gg where 's your  bid ? 

kelli-: waits for the new music 

D r a z: we have a bid of200  from gabri  

kelli-: LOL 

greygriffin20: $300 

kelli-: breaks into a crazy dance  

damien1982: 301 

kelli-: hair waving around 

damien1982: i am kidding 350 

greygriffin20: *checks wallet* 

D r a z: bid of350  ................... 

kelli-: slowly turns .. hips swivel  

kelli-: shuffles down the bar 

kelli-: shoulders move to the beat  

kelli-: left  

kelli-: right 

kelli-: left  

kelli-: right 

kelli-: hand on my body  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

traincommuter: watches kelli smiling 

D r a z: ok top bid of350  for  the boots kelli goes to damien  

Gabriela92: pulls out two more $100 bills... $400 now. 

kelli-: look at the 100s falling out of ggs wallet .. sheesh 

Gabriela92: oh, missed it... 

kelli-: ut oh 

Gabriela92: darn 

D r a z: 400  now from gabri 

Gabriela92: that's ok 

greygriffin20: $500 

D r a z:  500  from gg 

kelli-: little strutt back up the bar infront of the boys.. come on boys 

D r a z: 10 seconds to end ofbiding on the boots  



D r a z:  9 

kelli-: boo.. t.. s lmao 

D r a z: 8 

D r a z: 7 

D r a z: 6 

D r a z: 5 

D r a z: 4 

D r a z: 3 

Gabriela92: looks in my purse... hmmm.... might have to marshal my resources for the 

more important pieces; LOL 

D r a z: 2 

D r a z: 1 

D r a z:  stop 

D r a z: gg wins the boots kelli  

kelli-: who won D? 

kelli-: dances over to gg 

WendyGrant: thats what i anm waiting on gabri 

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: HAHAHAHAHA omg.. Nancy Sinatra? 

greygriffin20: *winks at kelli* 

kelli-: holds out my left leg to gg 

greygriffin20: nice call draz 

kelli-: pull it off gg 

greygriffin20: *holds kelli's leg up pulling off the boot slowly* 

kelli-: smiles.. wiggles my toes.. now the right one 

greygriffin20: hehe *slowly moving onto the next, removing with a smile* 

kelli-: ok .. here's how this is gonna work .. bid for the top .. you get to unwrap the first 

two wraps and I do the rest .. you get to keep it 

Gabriela92: watches as Kelli's gorgeous legs are now completely exposed.... 

D r a z: sings along sings a long cmon cmon take it off 

kelli-: jumps up and does a wild dance  

kelli-: hair flying 

WendyGrant: 300 for the top 

kelli-: little boobs bouncing in the wrap haulter bra 

traincommuter: smiles watching Kelli s beautiful hair spinning 

D r a z: bidding starting at 300  for  the top ..............  

kelli-: leans back ... hips thrusting 

kelli-: hands move up my body  

traincommuter: feeling hot watching her hips 

kelli-: bid TC 

kelli-: comeon 

kelli-: comeon 

traincommuter: 350 

kelli-: comeon 



D r a z: looking for400 

kelli-: smiles 

WendyGrant: 400 

kelli-: leans forward at the edge of the bar 

Gabriela92: $500. 

kelli-: shoulders shimmy to the new heavy beat 

traincommuter: smiles 

D r a z: 500 bid  

traincommuter: 600 

greygriffin20: *checks wallet again* 

WendyGrant: love it 

WendyGrant: 650 

Gabriela92: $700 

kelli-: smiles and my hands move up and cup my boobs 

greygriffin20: $750 

WendyGrant: 800 

Gabriela92: $1000..... $500 per boobie; LOL 

kelli-: thumbs move over the hard nips showing through 

traincommuter: watches her sexy body 

D r a z:  10  seconds to end of biding fortop  last  bid 1000 

D r a z: 10 

D r a z: 9 

D r a z: 8 

WendyGrant: $10050 

traincommuter: 1100 

D r a z: 7 

D r a z: 6 

greygriffin20: $1200 

D r a z: 5 

D r a z: 4 

kelli-: cum guys 

D r a z: 3 

traincommuter: 1150 

D r a z: 2 

WendyGrant: $1300 

D r a z: 1 

traincommuter: 1250 

kelli-: squeeze my boobs 

D r a z: stop 

kelli-: the nips hard 

kelli-: tc ?  

D r a z:  1300  top bid  to wendy   

WendyGrant: yessssssssssssss 

kelli-: WENDY!!! 



traincommuter: damn missed the bid 

WendyGrant: take it off 

kelli-: turns my back to you  

WendyGrant: take and pull the string slowely 

traincommuter: watches 

Gabriela92: undo the bow, Wendy. 

kelli-: .. kneels facing to back of the bar 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

WendyGrant: bow fall out 

kelli-: feels it losen  

Gabriela92: Hi Cheveller. 

kelli-: holds the top part 

cheveller 67: Hi 

WendyGrant: grabs the next one winks at train  

kelli-: unwrap it Wendy 

traincommuter: well done Wendy! 

WendyGrant: starts to unwrap kelli 

WendyGrant: smilieing 

WendyGrant: look boys 

traincommuter: watches smiling 

kelli-: feels my skin get all excited at your gentle touch as you unwrap the top 

WendyGrant: going very slow 

kelli-: holds the bra part of the wrap 

kelli-: feels the wrap fall 

Gabriela92: watches as the fabric falls away, waiting to see Kelli in nothing but metallic 

boyshorts.... 

WendyGrant: takes the wrap off throws over my shoulders 

kelli-: uh uh .. I'm on the bar 

Bad choice_1: we wont tell if you dont lol 

Gabriela92: oh, yes... you sexy thing....better get thee to the stage!!! 

kelli-: you didn't even bid .. bad 

traincommuter: admires her beautiful body 

kelli-: stands on the bar and dances.. holding my boobs 

Bad choice_1: this is a spectator sport to by the way  

WendyGrant: NICE 

traincommuter: smiles looking up 

kelli-: lets the haulter fall into wendys hands as she holds the end of the wrap  

kelli-: holding my boobs as I dance to the stage 

WendyGrant: yesss trows it at D raz 

WendyGrant: throws 

kelli-: HAHAHAHAHAHA 

kelli-: moves to the pole on the stage 

traincommuter: follows her with my eyes 

D r a z: catches and slips the topp under  the bar 



kelli-: jumps up and spins around twice 

kelli-: moves up  

kelli-: legs wrap the pole 

kelli-: hips hump the pole 

traincommuter: wow 

traincommuter: taps to the beat 

WendyGrant: watching her intensely 

kelli-: arms move high .. holding the pole 

traincommuter: scanning her sexy body 

kelli-: leans back .. legs wrapped around the pole.. holding on with one hand 

kelli-: hips grind my ... body.. into the pole 

traincommuter: eyes glued 

kelli-: hips swivel .. grind.. swivel .. grind 

kelli-: let go with my hand 

kelli-: slowly lays back .. legs hold the pole tightly 

kelli-: lays way back  

traincommuter: watches 

kelli-: hands move up my body  

Gabriela92: wonders how many other stiff poles are being generated in the room right 

now.... 

kelli-: over my head 

D r a z: smiling as we watch kelli    caress herselfas she laays back 

traincommuter: closely following her hands 

kelli-: hangs upside down .. grind on the pole 

traincommuter: resits 

kelli-: grabs the pole with my hands and arms and lets my legs go ...  

kelli-: spins around and around  

kelli-: lands on my feet  

WendyGrant: upper body guys 

kelli-: back against the pole 

traincommuter: mmm damn 

kelli-: grinds.. dance .. grinds .. dance 

traincommuter: swallows 

kelli-: hands on the pole over my head.. stretching me out 

D r a z: grins watching the     athletic body    

kelli-: grinds my ass against the pole 

kelli-: ookkaayyy .. here's how this last bid is gonna work 

kelli-: for the boy shorts 

greygriffin20: listens intently* 

kelli-: at points in the bid I'm gonna roll the waist band 

kelli-: the higher the bid.. the lower the roll 

WendyGrant: $100 

traincommuter: 250 

greygriffin20: haha 



greygriffin20: that was a quick response 

Gabriela92: oh, hell.... gotta start with $1000 for this piece! 

WendyGrant: lol 

kelli-: the winner sits on stage when Gab comes up and strips me in the cage  

D r a z: we have 1000 

greygriffin20: 1100 

traincommuter: grins 

traincommuter: 1250 

WendyGrant: c mon boys 

x_tacy333: hi Kelli 

kelli-: moves to the dance music 

kelli-: to the edge of the stange but not too close 

traincommuter: watches her sway 

Gabriela92: $1400 

WendyGrant: $2,000 

Gabriela92: wow.... 

kelli-: hands over my head 

traincommuter: 2250 

D r a z:   2000 

kelli-: swivels my hips around as I turn  

D r a z:   2500  nextbid 

kelli-: rolls the waist band 

kelli-: can I have velvet Draz? 

traincommuter: 2500 

Gabriela92: watches as the buns become more and more exposed, and the front rolls 

down dangerously close to heaven.... 

kelli-: hands on my hips  

kelli-: swivels  

greygriffin20: $2600 

Gabriela92: $3000 

kelli-: slowly turns and thrusting 

D r a z:  3500  next bid  

kelli-: hands move down  

WendyGrant: $3,600 

kelli-: rolls the waist band 

D r a z: looking for 4000 

traincommuter: watches closely 

greygriffin20: $4,000 

kelli-: hand explores the newly exposed skin 

kelli-: fingers wide  

kelli-: hips move  

D r a z: we have 4000 ..........5000 anyone? 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

traincommuter: 4500 



WendyGrant: walks up to kelli to get a closer look 

kelli-: easy Wendy 

D r a z: 4500 bid  

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: hands move over the material that's left 

D r a z: looking for5000 

kelli-: smiles.. another roll anyone? 

kelli-: got two rolls left 

greygriffin20: $5000 

kelli-: hands cup my breasts 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

D r a z: 5000 bid now 6000  needed 

kelli-: hands move down .. slowly roll the band 

traincommuter: watches 

traincommuter: 6000 

kelli-: rolls the last time 

D r a z:  woo hoo 

kelli-: soooo close 

kelli-: thank you for that wendy but it's against the rules 

D r a z: we have 6000 now need 7000 

traincommuter: breathing deeper 

kelli-: moves as close as allowed to the audience 

kelli-: slinky sexy dance  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips thrust .. hard 

kelli-: swivel and thrusting 

traincommuter: slips back on my stool 

kelli-: slinky S moves .. knees bent 

kelli-: slowly turns .. back to you 

D r a z: irish  you biding ? 

traincommuter: smiles watching her dance 

kelli-: almost fully exposed  

kelli-: hands move down the backs ov my  thighs 

Gabriela92: $7000 

kelli-: back up the front 

traincommuter: stares 

kelli-: soooo close to nude 

kelli-: the boy pants are a straight line  

traincommuter: watching a piece of heaven 

kelli-: turns toward you.. showing off my heart shaped short cropped bush 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

Gabriela92: gasps.... 

traincommuter: smiles admiring its beauty 

traincommuter: closes mouth 



kelli-: one more bid?  

traincommuter: 8000 

kelli-: thumbs tuck in the gapped front of the boy shorts 

D r a z: 8 bid do i hear 9000? 

greygriffin20: $9000 

WendyGrant: sits in admiration 

kelli-: smiles.. watching the bidders 

D r a z: lets make it 10  

traincommuter: smiles 

traincommuter: 10000 

kelli-: quickly flashes a little pink  

D r a z: we have 10 000 

kelli-: cum on boys 

traincommuter: gasps 

kelli-: you get to sit on stage 

WendyGrant: all eyes are on kelli 

Gabriela92: right outside the cage... 

kelli-: slowly turns .. hips moving in slow, provacative moves 

traincommuter: resits in my chair 

kelli-: you know you wanna 

Gabriela92: it'll be a great view, guys.... 

D r a z: irish has to have died 

kelli-: gg?  

greygriffin20: $11,000 

kelli-: irish? 

kelli-: wendy? 

traincommuter: I know Gabriela  

kelli-: thank you gg 

traincommuter: 12000 

greygriffin20: $13000 

WendyGrant: 14000 

kelli-: squeezing my boobs as I thrust 

traincommuter: 15000 

D r a z: 10 secs to go 

greygriffin20: $16,000 

kelli-: slowly moves around .. shaking my ass at you 

D r a z: 9 

D r a z: 8 

D r a z: 7 

D r a z: 6 

D r a z: 5 

D r a z: 4 

traincommuter: 17000 



D r a z: 3 

D r a z: 2 

D r a z: 1 

kelli-: peals down 

D r a z: stop 

D r a z: winneris tc 

D r a z:  17000    

traincommuter: smiles 

kelli-: sets up a nice cumfy chair outside the cage  

kelli-: climbs into the cage 

greygriffin20: well i tried 

greygriffin20: hehe 

traincommuter: walks on stage to the chair 

kelli-: thank you gg..  

kelli-: watching tc  

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: get cumfy  

traincommuter: sits comfy 

kelli-: giggles 

Alert: modelo d boxers reddotted by: D r a z 

kelli-:  dancing in the cage to the music 

kelli-: hands high  

traincommuter: watches her closely 

kelli-: slow slinky moves 

kelli-: moves to your side of the cage 

traincommuter: smiling as my eyes caress her body 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: turns my back  

kelli-: slips the boy pants all the way off my ass 

traincommuter: watches closely 

kelli-: rotates slowly .. hips moving to the beat 

kelli-: swiveling .. moving 

kelli-: thumbs hook  

kelli-: slowly moves them down  

traincommuter: admiring her round ass cheeks 

kelli-: peals them off 

Gabriela92: watches as Kelli, totally unencumbered and uninhibitied, dances sensually in 

the cage..... 

traincommuter: holding my breath as it goes down 

kelli-: moves up the cage bar  

kelli-: holding it tight 

D r a z: smiles watchin as kelli dancesin the cage  

kelli-: arms and legs wrap the cage bar 



traincommuter: seeing her heart close 

kelli-: body tight to the cool metal  

kelli-: hips hump the bar 

traincommuter: her bright eyes glowing 

kelli-: reaching high  

traincommuter: damn 

kelli-: stretching out 

kelli-: holding the top bar 

traincommuter: gets more comfy 

kelli-: hanging upside down from the top bar 

kelli-: dancing in the air totally nude 

traincommuter: eyes glued 

kelli-: swings to the side bar and to my feet 

traincommuter: taking her sexy beauty in 

kelli-: hands high .. showing off my body  

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: swiveling 

D r a z: winks at kelli   ...........smiles as  i watch her    shwoing her slim sexy body 

kelli-: hips moving 

traincommuter: observes her hips and breasts 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: eyes on tc 

kelli-: for the last dance 

traincommuter: swallows watching 

traincommuter: gazing back 

kelli-: eyes narrow 

kelli-: teeth clench  

traincommuter: winks at kelli 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: over my tummie 

traincommuter: getting warm as she caresses her body 

kelli-: fingers slip down the point my body and legs meet 

traincommuter: gasps 

kelli-: then down my thighs 

kelli-: standing with my feet apart .. swaying to the slow steady beat 

traincommuter: watches her hips 

traincommuter: and top of her thighs 

D r a z: smiling watching those dangerous hips 

kelli-: hands and fingers ever sooo slowly moving up the insides of my thighs 

Gabriela92: so tantalizing.... mmmmmm. 

kelli-: hips slowly thrusting to every other beat 

traincommuter: close focus on her finger tips 

kelli-: fingers reach the tops of my thighs 

traincommuter: mesmerising 



kelli-: barellly miss my obvious excitement 

Gabriela92: oh, my.... 

traincommuter: smiles 

kelli-: through the short cropped heart shaped hair 

traincommuter: licks my lips 

kelli-: eyes close.. head back  

kelli-: one hand spreads on my tummie and stops 

D r a z: opens the cage dooor...stand by the cage with a LAB robe open ... 

kelli-: opens my eyes  

kelli-: winks at tc 

traincommuter: winks back at kelli 

kelli-: moves out of the cage..  

WendyGrant: STUNNING PERFORMANCE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

kelli-: arms in the robe  

traincommuter: stands up applauding loud 

kelli-: big grin 

D r a z: slips the robe around kelli 

traincommuter: watching her close 

kelli-: thank you Draz 

D r a z:  ties  the belt  

kelli-: leans back against you 

traincommuter: amazing kelli 

D r a z:  winks at kelli  ............superb   

kelli-: thank you 

kelli-: it was sooo much fun 

traincommuter: breathtaking blood boiling performance 

traincommuter: breathtaking blood boiling performance 

WendyGrant: yes it was 

kelli-: and Ronnie McD's house thanks you 

WendyGrant: lol 

traincommuter: walks to the bar and pays my bid to draz 

D r a z:  slips the 17000  in the box 

kelli-: I told Gab, I have a friend who's g/f just had a baby and he stayed at McD's house.. 

she was high risk but all is well 

WendyGrant: thank you kelli and gabri 

kelli-: next time Wendy .. smiles 

Gabriela92: quite a success, Kelli!!!! 

traincommuter: well spent money 

kelli-: yes 

kelli-: a little boy who was early but doing fine 

traincommuter: well done kelli 
kelli-: he's soooo proud 

 



3 kelli- solo dances 
kelli-: comes back out .. out of my work clothes and in a mid thigh grey plaid wrap skirt 

and 1/2 thank 

Guitar55x: mmmmmm 

kelli-: see Guitar.. we also dance  

dennis_346: mmmm looks good kelli 

Guitar55x: very nice 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sit back and enjoy this Guitar  

kelli-: dances around the floor between the chairs  

Guitar55x: I will 

kelli-: does a little wiggle to the music 

sweet_rodeo_girl: kelli is very good at what she does 

Guitar55x: sipping my drink 

dennis_346: smiles 

kelli-: swirls flairing the wrap skirt 

kelli-: hands high 

Guitar55x: eyes glued on kelli 

kelli-: shakes my ass to the beat 

kelli-: winks @ guitar 

Guitar55x: winks back 

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

dennis_346: sips my water and watches 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: no idea what this is 

kelli-: picks up the beat 

kelli-: nods head  

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 3 

kelli-: 4 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

Guitar55x: nice 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: leans forward 

dennis_346: moves my water off the bar 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: shakes my head 

kelli-: hair flying 

indyjones42: leans back in my chair, unfastens tie 

dennis_346: love watching kelli dance 

kelli-: dancing in a circle 

kelli-: hips swirling to the beat 

Guitar55x: enjoys the show 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar  



dennis_346: smilesat kelli 

kelli-: working it to the music 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: sliky S moves 

dennis_346: very sexy kelli 

Guitar55x: mmmmmmmm 

kelli-: arms high drawing up my half tank  

kelli-: hips swivel 

traincommuter: back  

kelli-: left heel pounds the beat on the bar 

indyjones42: wb tc 

kelli-: watching the guys 

Guitar55x: watching and smiling 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

dennis_346: watching kelli move to the music 

indyjones42: watching the lady 

kelli-: beating out the rhythm 

traincommuter: sits back watching kelli dance  

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: slowly turns .. head moving.. hair flying everywhere 

Guitar55x: mmmmmm 

traincommuter: smiling watching kelli pick up the music  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: ass swaying to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward 

dennis_346: very hot kelli 

Guitar55x:  

kelli-: skirt rising 

traincommuter: eyes glued to hands moving over her hot body  

kelli-: shaking my ass harder 

kelli-: feet apart 

Guitar55x: damn! 

traincommuter: adjusts my seating  

kelli-: rolling my hips 

dennis_346: watches kellis ass 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: picks up the beat 

kelli-: lifting my legs high to the beat 

traincommuter: watches kelli's delicious ass move  

dennis_346: good dance song 

kelli-: what every you wish for 



kelli-: I do it for you 

kelli-: smiles 

traincommuter: mmm kelli  

Guitar55x: mmmmmm 

kelli-: winks at the boys 

Guitar55x: very very hot 

dennis_346: winks back 

traincommuter: adjust seating again  

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

traincommuter: getting really hot in here  

kelli-: feet apart 

traincommuter: looks up kelli's legs  

kelli-: hand move down my body 

Guitar55x: I love that 

kelli-: right hand flat in my tummie 

kelli-: left hand high 

kelli-: facing up 

kelli-: rolling my hips 

dennis_346: smiles 

kelli-: right hand moves .. fingers open 

kelli-: what every you wish for 

kelli-: smiles 

Guitar55x: whatever?? 

traincommuter: smiles intendly watching  

kelli-: hips swivel hard 

dennis_346: so hot kelli 

kelli-: let me take you on a magic ride 

Guitar55x: I'm yours 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: hands moving in the air 

traincommuter: eyes glued to kelli's delicious ass and legs  

kelli-: hips swivel to the beat 

kelli-: turning more 

dennis_346: she does have nice legs 

traincommuter: kelli is gorgeous all over  

kelli-: waiting for the new music 

kelli-: rocks my body to the beat 

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

kelli-: the half tank comes flying off 

dennis_346: sips my water watching 

kelli-: swinging it in the air 

kelli-: body moving to the beat 

Guitar55x: damn! 

kelli-: hips exagerate the beat 



dennis_346: watching those hips 

kelli-: thin tight bandeau strapless bra holding my  small boobs tightly 

traincommuter: closes my mouth  

kelli-: rockin my body to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turning toward you 

kelli-: back to the edge 

traincommuter: mmmmmm kelli  

Guitar55x:  

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: shimmying my shoulders 

kelli-: obviously enjoying the dance 

Guitar55x: nice moves 

dennis_346: i know i am 

traincommuter: following her move feeling excited  

kelli-: struts down the bar  

traincommuter: smiles looking up at her strutting  

dennis_346: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: to the stage 

kelli-: spins .. flairing the skirt 

traincommuter: follows her with my eyes  

Guitar55x: mmmmm 

kelli-: hips roll to the beat 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: moving down my body 

traincommuter: damn  

kelli-: finds the one and only button on the wrap skirt 

kelli-: pops it open  

traincommuter: chokes  

Guitar55x:    

kelli-: waves it over my head 

dennis_346: grins 

traincommuter: watches her  

traincommuter: admiring her body  

kelli-: skin tight tiny thong leaving little to the imagination 

Guitar55x: oh yeah 

traincommuter: almost nude omg  

kelli-: hips rolling 

kelli-: moves to the pole 

kelli-: jumps up and spins 

traincommuter: excitement building fast here  

kelli-: hugs the metal  

kelli-: hips pick up the beat 

traincommuter: smiles watching the metal slide over her skin  



kelli-: thrusting against the cold metal 

kelli-: legs and arms wrapped 

kelli-: body crushed against the pole 

kelli-: humping the silver  

Guitar55x: mmmmmmmm 

dennis_346: winks at kelli 

traincommuter: omg damn mmmmmmmm  

kelli-: hands holding as I lean back 

kelli-: legs holding tightly 

kelli-: back arching 

kelli-: hair hanging down  

kelli-: hips practacally fucking the pole 

traincommuter: tracing her body curves with my eyes smling  

dennis_346: so hot 

kelli-: leaning back farther 

Guitar55x: very fucking hot 

traincommuter: damn kelli mmmmmmmmmm so hot  

kelli-: lets go of one hand 

kelli-: lets go the other .. legs holding .. spins upside down  

kelli-: arms catch the pole below my legs 

traincommuter: watches closely  

kelli-: spins .. lets out 

kelli-: jumps down to my feet 

kelli-: crouched low 

kelli-: crawls like a cat .. slowly up the bar 

traincommuter: watching eyes glued to her body  

Guitar55x: nice 

kelli-: shoulder blades working as I crawl  

kelli-: low growl .. my eyes flashing in the bar lights 

traincommuter: loving the thong and bra stretching her skin  

kelli-: lays on the bar infront of you 

Guitar55x: mmmm 

kelli-: moves to the slow music 

traincommuter: smiles looking at the beauty  

kelli-: rolls to my back  

kelli-: sits up facing you 

traincommuter: gasps for air for a moment  

Guitar55x: smiling 

kelli-: on the edge of the bar 

Guitar55x: so close 

kelli-: hope you read the rules 

Guitar55x: lol 

traincommuter: looks up at kelli, seeing her skin  

kelli-: legs stretch out .. feet move up your thighs 



dennis_346: watching kellis ass 

kelli-: to your hips 

traincommuter: watching her killer legs  

Guitar55x: sitting there enjoy the dance 

traincommuter: mmmmm  

Guitar55x: grinning ear to ear 

kelli-: my deep dark brown eyes watching your eyes travel over my body 

Guitar55x: up and down 

kelli-: slips off the bar onto your lap 

kelli-: facing you 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders  

kelli-: welcome to Lab 

dennis_346: lucky man 

kelli-: smiles 

traincommuter: wow kelli, amazing to see that, applaudes  

Guitar55x: slips a 50 into kelli's thong 

Guitar55x: thanks 

kelli-: giggles.. thank you 

kelli-: soft kiss on your lips.. enjoy your time with us 

traincommuter: you want a robe kelli?  

kelli-: yes tc 

kelli-: please .. mine is over there .. Points 

Guitar55x: thanks so much kelli... 

traincommuter: opens a robe for kelli  

kelli-: pushing my arms into the robe 

traincommuter: tc guitar  

traincommuter: slides the robe over her shoulders  

traincommuter: that was amazing kelli, thank you  

kelli-: smiles .. thank you tc 

dennis_346: very hot kelli 

dennis_346: as always 

traincommuter: my pleasure kelli, really exciting to see you smiles  

kelli-: never know what music I'm gonna get when Draz isn't here 

dennis_346: you did great 

traincommuter: you coped really well with that unexpected music lol  

kelli-: It's all good 

kelli-: sits between the boys 

traincommuter: smiles, watching you is all good  

traincommuter: you want a drink kelli?  

kelli-: just some water would be great 

 
 
kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: dancing hard in my new pjs from PINK 



Sasha_J79: gets my tipping money 

traincommuter: looks up 

traincommuter: smiles 

kelli-: hips swiveling  

kelli-: turning 

kelli-: back to you 

traincommuter: watches sitting back 

kelli-: making my body shimmy 

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: body gyrating 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: claps out the beat 

kelli-: top rises high  

traincommuter: smiles tapiping the beat 

kelli-: lots of skin in the middle 

Sasha_J79: reaches up and slips a 20 into her waistband 

kelli-: hips thrust 

Gabriela92: bobs my head as I take in a view of the luscious dancer.... 

traincommuter: smiles 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shakin my bootay 

traincommuter: she is luscious indeed Gabriela 

Sasha_J79: sure is 

kelli-: slows down to the new tune 

kelli-: head moves back and forth 

kelli-: broad smile 

traincommuter: gazes at the dance 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: sways to the beat 

kelli-: hips circle 

traincommuter: leans forward 

kelli-: short pj bottoms move with me 

traincommuter: nice pjs 

traincommuter: looks up 

Sasha_J79: squirms on my stool a little as I watch closely 

kelli-: taps my heels to the beat 

kelli-: body shakes  

traincommuter: oh my 

traincommuter: smiles watching her body move 

Sasha_J79: then leans my head back to check out the hot DJ *giggles* 

kelli-: small boobs shimmy slowly as my hips swivel  

kelli-: strutts down the bar .. boy pants showing off my butt 

kelli-: extra thrust in my hips 

traincommuter: eyes glued 



kelli-: stops  

Sasha_J79: oh my! 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder  

kelli-: leans forward  

traincommuter: smiling 

kelli-: ass muscles bouncing in time to the music 

traincommuter: winks back 

traincommuter: resits 

kelli-: moves around to the edge of the bar 

traincommuter: watches closely 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

kelli-: fingers under the top of my pjs 

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: working the music 

traincommuter: smiles watching 

kelli-: slowly works the slow beat 

traincommuter: tapping the best 

kelli-: hands moving up my body 

traincommuter: beat with my head 

kelli-: taking the top with them  

kelli-: ties the top up under my boobs 

traincommuter: smiles watching 

kelli-: hips moving to the bluessssyyy beat 

kelli-: slowly turning 

traincommuter: looking at kelli s belly 

kelli-: stoping at profile 

kelli-: looks down .. watching you watch me 

kelli-: hips rotate 

traincommuter: winks 

Sasha_J79: stares at the firm booty 

traincommuter: admiring her curvy sexy body 

kelli-: hands move high .. knees bend 

kelli-: leans back 

traincommuter: resits 

kelli-: hair hanging down my back 

kelli-: looking up 

kelli-: leaning way back  

traincommuter: watches the bottom of the pjs 

kelli-: bottoms tighten around me 

Al_dente_: just in time to see a sexy kelli dance i see 

kelli-: smiles ..  

kelli-: slowly move my hands over my exposed skin 

kelli-: down over my hips 

Al_dente_: sighs. at kelli's hands moving 



kelli-: slowly turn facing you 

traincommuter: mmm 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

traincommuter: watching her hips 

kelli-: fingers in the waist band 

kelli-: smiles  

traincommuter: heart beat rises 

kelli-: watching everyone 

kelli-: watching my hands 

Sasha_J79: smiles back 

kelli-: slowly rolls the waist band 

D r a z: smiles  looking upat kelli 

kelli-: all the way around 

Al_dente_: loves seeing that flesh come into view... 

traincommuter: watches 

Gabriela92: eyes riveted on Kelli's bottoms... and her bottom; hee, hee.... 

kelli-: hands caress my hips  

kelli-: across my tummie 

traincommuter: what a view 

kelli-: fingertips follow the band 

Sasha_J79: and other things in the bottoms *giggles* 

kelli-: slowly turn  

Sasha_J79: sheeesh, I'm terrible tonight  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: leans forward 

traincommuter: lol sasha 

Al_dente_: hmmm that nice ass' 

kelli-: bottoms draw tight 

kelli-: expose the round cheek bottoms 

traincommuter: looks up watching that delicious ass 

kelli-: hands move up the back of my legs  

traincommuter: oh my 

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: hips thrust side to side 

kelli-: slowly turn toward you 

kelli-: move to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: grins at the quiet crowd  

D r a z: watching  the hips  slide side to side  

traincommuter: watches smiling 

kelli-: thrusting side to side as my body sways 

kelli-: fingers move down  

kelli-: teasing the waist band 



Al_dente_: the "quiet," mesmorised crowd 

traincommuter: eyes follow fingers 

kelli-: fingers follow it around me 

D r a z: smiles watchig the fingers  

kelli-: rolls the band from the back  

Al_dente_: surely she can't push it much lower!!! 

kelli-: eyes get big 

kelli-: fake surprised look 

kelli-: hands cover my mouth as my hips thrust 

kelli-: then move in circles 

kelli-: drop to my knees 

traincommuter: hi pecan 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hips pumping hard 

Sasha_J79: wb Princess  

D r a z: smiles watching as kelli pumpsthose hips 

traincommuter: smiles watching her magic hips 

kelli-: leaning back more 

kelli-: until my head touches the bar behind me 

Al_dente_: watches those hips... imagining.... 

D r a z: looksalong the thighs  as kelli leans back 

traincommuter: feels very warm 

Mark57quiet1: we come back into the room and close the door to the stairway.. 

kelli-: hips thrusting hard  

kelli-: lays back and rolls on the bar 

kelli-: stops 

D r a z: stands and applauds  kelli 

Al_dente_: oh.. what a sight 

Gabriela92: awesome, Kelli!!! 

D r a z:   woo hoo great dance kelli 

Sasha_J79: I might need to borrow that room for some alone time...LOL 

traincommuter: omg kelli 

Al_dente_: woo hoo kelli 

kelli-: thanks guys and girls 

Al_dente_: that was great! 

traincommuter: wow applauds 

Sasha_J79: awesome, kelli! 

Al_dente_: notices train stays seated... 

kelli-: rolls up the waist  

traincommuter: whistles 

kelli-: smiles  

D r a z:  wb pecana and mark puts the key back on its hook  

D r a z: smiles at kelli ........great dance 



kelli-: thanx for the spin Gab 

Gabriela92: yw, Kelli 

kelli-: thanx Draz 

 
kelli-: oohhh my .. tuuunneeee 

kelli-: shimmies in my chair 

D r a z: shes a naughty little girl............we do like it that way 

kelli-: left left right right  

kelli-: hips thrusting one way, shoulders the other 

kelli-: hops up on the bar and dances in a slow circle 

kelli-: twirls the end of my blouse 

kelli-: the bottom buttons open 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelseyt86: oooo 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hips thrust left and right  

kelli-: leans forward in my short skirt 

kelli-: ass moves in a circle 

kelli-: hands clap the beat as I straighten up 

D r a z:  smiles watching kelli  ...........as she moves around  

kelli-: hand high  

kelli-: hair flying around  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: plays a little air guitar 

kelli-: slowly unbuttons the top of the blouse 

kelli-: winks at scarlett 

kelli-: flashes my small but lacy bra  

kelli-: works the blouse off my shoulders 

redtail777: focuses on Kelli's tight body peeking through the unbuttons 

kelli-: slowly turns my back 

kelli-: song ends 

kelli-: hands up 

kelseyt86: very cute bra, kelli 

kelli-: unbuttons the sleeves one at a time 

kelli-: flips the collar off my shoulders 

redtail777: eyes on the lucious bare shoulder 

kelli-: hips and ass move to the beat 

kelli-: lets the blouse fall off my arms  

kelli-: swings it around to the trumpet 

redtail777: notices the strain on the bra clasp 

kelli-: flys it toward Draz 

kelli-: swings hips 

D r a z: catches and slips it in the back pack  

mylstoknowhere: nitey nite dirts hugsssssssssss kissesssssssssss 



kelli-: works my way up the bar 

kelli-: slow strutt  

kelli-: blows DG a kiss 

D r a z: watches the slow strutt  

redtail777: watches the motion under your skirt and you move down the bar 

kelli-: stops infront of Draz 

D r a z: looks up at kelli 

kelli-: swings my hips to the slow steady beat 

kelli-: looking down  

kelli-: hands move down my small tight body 

kelli-: hips roll  

kristiann41: mmmmm  

kelli-: fingers catch the hem  

redtail777: eyes on the skirt .. ... 

kelli-: lift and flip the skirt 

redtail777: heart stops . . . . 

kelli-: spins making the shirt flair 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands on my thighs 

kelli-: slowly move up 

kelli-: feet pick up the new beat 

kelli-: hands flip the skirt  

kelli-: spins again  

kelli-: shakin my hips and ass to the music 

D r a z: looksup to watch the skirt   and hips 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: over my head 

kelli-: twist my arms together 

kelli-: bend my knees  

redtail777: the lace barely covers the curve of your breasts 

kelli-: moving in slinky S moves 

kelli-: upper body shimmies to the beat 

kelli-: moving my lil boobs to bounce to the beat 

redtail777: the sensouc curve of the underside of your breasts peeking out 

kelli-: body thrusting 

D r a z: smiles as the beat infects kelli 

kelli-: stretching my hands high 

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: lands and shimmies my ass 

kelli-: hand move down  

kelli-: find the zipper to my skirt 

redtail777: glimpse of your panties streched tight across your bottom 

kelli-: slowly move it down  

D r a z: watches  the hands ........... then the zipper   



kelli-: smiles at red 

kelli-: lets the skirt drop to the bar revealing a tiny thong 

kristiann41:   

kelli-: shakes my bootay  

redtail777: heart skips a beat 

kelli-: hips thrusting slowly to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns giving you a 360 view 

redtail777: smiles back at kelli ...but eyes absorb each lucious curve of her body 

kelli-: slowly does a strutt walk  

D r a z: smiles as the  beat  sends its sensual mesage to kellis body 

kelli-: stops at the edge of the bar 

redtail777: eyes move to the flexion of her buttocks ..  .and I stir in my seat 

kelli-: hands caress my skin 

kelli-: down over my hips 

kelli-: to my upper thighs 

kelli-: move around to the inside  

kelli-: slowly up  

D r a z:  watches the fingers on the pliant flesh 

kelli-: fingertips trace the leg bands 

kelli-: then move up to my hips and waist band 

redtail777: the crease of her lady love enveloped by the sheer fabric of the thong 

kelli-: slips my fingertips under the band 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: leans back thrusting  

kelli-: hands move to my tummie  

kelli-: down over the thongs as I lean waayyy back 

redtail777: eyes caress every curve, mound and fold  ..  lost visually 

kristiann41: very sexy butt, kelli  

kelli-: head touching bar 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: smiles at kelli ,,,,,,,,,,,as i applaud her dance and holds up a LAB robe  for 

her,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.BRAVO kelli  

redtail777: bravo. . .Kelli 

kelli-: pops up to my feet and dances over to Draz 

kristiann41: nice dance kelli  

redtail777: sets bills on the bar for her next drink 

D r a z: smiles and holds it open 

kelli-: turns and slips my arms in the robe 

kelli-: smiles up at Draz 

D r a z: ties the belt round the robe ,.,.,.,.,.  

kelli-: leans back .. thanx 

D r a z:  smiles at kelli  ...........  

kelli-: I needed that 



D r a z: firm strong hands help kelli to the bar 

D r a z:  would you like a drink kelli ? 

kelli-: slides my body down as Draz helps me down 

kelli-: just water please..  

D r a z: slides kelli dwon slowly onto a stool ......... reaches in the back of the cooler and 

pulls out a cool water...  pours into a shaker with with some ground ice..shakes 

vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall glass over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to 

kelli  *winks 

kelli-: leans over the bar .. kisssssssssssssssss... thanks Draz 

D r a z: smiles ..... and kisses  ..... you arewelcome  

 
 


